
The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE P, QUINTEROS (PQ) P# 9055, LVMPD FORCE INVESTIGATION : : 

P# 6269. . 

FQ: Operator this is Detective P; Quinteros, P# 9055 with the Force investigation Team 

conducting a recorded statement with tha^sfHHHV 

Date of birth ^HVis a Brftish Citizen and his passport number is 

This interview is in reference to an active shooter incident that occurred 

on October 1, 2017 at approximately 22:08 hours in thearea of the Mandalay Bay 

which is located at 3950 Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89101- Today’s 

date is October 2, 2017 and the time is 13:35 hours. This statement is being 

recorded - I’m sorry this statement is being conducted - conducted at the Luxor Hotel 
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which is located at 3900 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Las Vegas, Nevada 09101. 

Also present is Detective K. PJoense, P# 1 - I'm sorry P# 0269. Oka^MHIMFum 

prior to us getting here you um advised some officers.., 

PQ: ...that um you may have had an encounter with a subject that may have been - may 

have been involved in an incident from last night? 

SM: Yes. 

PQ: i Can you tell us about it? 
r i.M,-_>i 'll!.'>'■1.-it"'1,'Jii.O.'St.■ i'ly,... r.1 r..ji..iif--l.r-!|''i-Ji"1^■'i'“r -'iV.iI.!ri.i,.i>-!r-:,-7,■'"i r|>j'h'''j.Li1,.j jin'jV ■ .ix.-'i r 'J^!, h,'i■!|"|rim'■ 'h.'.'..■!>>'.-.'j'ii; .1': j?/.;. \''--.li1 jv:-n 1'>!->J■!-j:i-l 11 l;..1.-'. I-'..I'.v.j.■ .■ | 'n. i-;..f 

SM; Um 1 fimt to speak Security guara because L*hi i w^s - i on ^ um 

tour this morning um - to the Hoover Dam - and on the way back uh I mentioned to 

one of the passengers on the tour that um I had an unusual conversation with a man 

; uh two nights ago - the night before the shpptin.1 and um I said he said some strange 

things. I says, “I wish they would put his face up so l could see if it was the guy I had 

a conversation with.” 

PQ: Okay. 

SM: Um the gentleman I was sittin1 beside had got his fade up on hid mobile phone and - 

and he said, Is that him?” And it looked very similar to the gentleman that I had 

spoke to. 

PQ: Mm~hm. 

SM: But he didn't -1 didn't remember a beam. And the guy in the photograph had a beard 

um but they - the gentleman I spoke to said he was an ex-cop and he says well 7 he 
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says, 'Well if you had a weird conversation with someone the night before and he 

looked like him 1 think yOg should have a word with Somebody," 

PQ: Okay. 

SM: Um so I said as the Jeep pulled into the Hotel he polled into a panda car or police 

PQ: Mm-hm. 

SM: ...and he says* “Have a word with him." And 1 says, “No it’s okay ill just have a word 

with a security guard inside the Hotel because they cpyld just possibly get the footage 

know? 

Pp: ' Okay;, 

SM: $p. -j w<wS|. :Awj^raiifew ;te^W<a4F^_ piespn:wsijkib^ 

while I was waiting and they give me to somebody else and they had given me to you 

to speak. 

PQ; Okay so let’s go ahead and start with this encounter with this individual, 

SM: Right. 

PQ: Tell us when um and then what went on, 

SM: Right well 1 sr>oke -1 must have spoken to him for well over an hour. Um and I said 

goodbye to him around about 9:30 because he said he had to, “He was goin* to see a 

show at 10:30." And I said to him, Weil you’ve got just about an hour left before your 
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show starts,” So I must have spoke to him urh somewhere around about say 7:40 

something like that Um perhaps 8:00 at the latest: I was speakin’ with him for over 

an hour 

PQ; When was this? 

SM: This was um the night before fast. This was the night before the shooting: This was 

the first night I arrived, Tve only been here two nights. 

FQ: Okay so this is the night before the shooting? 

SM: The shoot~ the shooting. 

1 Vil'L|Jl,|r:.',,C.0L,,J..I|1-Vi' -if v' ■ -i-' ",‘cfy i.:-,■;■ ;,7v,i" '-l >"(! j,,v: n--- 'i:'■ Wi' 

Vn rV^-r >1 ^ h ! O.'-Vi r i fi r ■ i ^ ^"i li" ^ r l/i* iw’-'v aT.1 j p -j v (■1 ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ i1; r'.^V^! 
*!*•,} b't - if ..I.M^ .r.t > 

irn.n..Vl;'r ^ ■■ 

some seats around it 

PQ: Mm-hm, 

SM: And I sat at the base of the monolith and I was facing uh an advertisement for a 

Titanic exhibition, 

PQ; Okay, 

SM; Unv 

PQ; Was it here in the Luxor? 
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3M; Yeah it was here in the luxor Hotel; 

PQ: And then am when you said 9:30 am or pm? 

SM: When i said goodbye to him yeah it was,,: 

PQ: Was it night time? 

SM: it was night tfme, Yeah. 

PQ: Night - okay. 

SM: Uh: 

conversation at with him? 

SM: it was on the seat I was sitting down just looking - looking around. 

PQ: , At a slot machine ora bar? 

SM: On just - ifs just like a bench at the base of the monolith. 

PQ: Mm-hm. And then uh so tOlfus about that conversation. 

SM: So I was sittin1 down restin’: me legs because I’ve; been walking uh for the majority of 

the day. And um he - he just came down beside me and he says, "Oh Tve gotta - 

either said Tm gonna rest my bones or Tm gonna rest my legs,*' And I said to him 

something like, wYeah ! know mine * mine are uh tired as well,1’ Urn and then we 

struck a conversation and I can’t remember who spoke first really but uh immediately 

as soon as we started talkin’ he started talking about religious things Uh talkin' to 

me about God, Um he started quoting stories from the bfbfe about uh people who 
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were down on their luck but God had came and saved them and um he - the two * the 

couple of stories I remember one was um uh one mentioned Job um bein' afflicted 

with lots of boils and havin' a miserable life. He says, “Yeah God - God saved him,” 

And he - he also mentioned a story in the bible abdut uh - he -.he brought the story 

about the guy um sacrificed his son um but he said, “God - God saved his son at the 

last minute by replacin’ it with a lamb/’ And then the conversation turned * we did talk 

in the middle about his personalliffr He said umi can’t remember in what order We 

talked about it but he said, basically, "He was um - he was younger than 65.n l 

remember he said was younger than 65, but I can't remember the exact age that he 

thought it was helicopters when he first mentioned it he goes, “No, no I drove tanks. ! 

was a tank driver;” Um he said that um, “He’d been married twice/' He said urn, that, 

“His second wife had drunk herself to death on Vodka.” Um he had a son who he'd 

'hardly'^ seen him for a cbupid of^ he - 

he’d been told through a relative - might be a relative of * of his first wife - that um his 

son was in prison currently in prison. So he says uh, “So he’s imprison.” And then 

he started talking about um how he that, "He tried tp kill himself by uh burning himself 

to death in a dumpster.” He said, "He lit a fire in a dumpster and wanted to burn 

himself to death but he Says the pain got unbearable, he was gonna pass out so he 

crawled out of the dumpster/1 But I > when he said that l looked -1 looked at him and 

I looked at his body he’s - he was wearing a tee - like a tee shirt and some long 

shorts and I couldn't see any um -! couldn’t see any burns or anything on bis face. 
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PQ: Okay. 

SM: Although I did notice he had a scar across the aide of his face, which - it was like a 

line - really I didn’t know what it was. it was just iike a line in his face across which 

uh kept - my eye kept bein’ drawn to it when I was speakin’ to him. He also had .a um 

- sometimes he was speaking ■ when he was speaking to me he was like - his voice 

was slightly slurred as if it * he'd been like an alcoholic or a drug abuser in the past. 

PQ: Okay. 

SM: And he wasn’t - wasn’t quite there. Um also he said um - what else did he say - he'd 

says life’s wonderful.” And I tried to tell him good things about life. Urn he kept 

staring at me. He had a very disconcerting stare. Every once in a while he’d look 

normal and then he’d - his eyes would fix on you and he’s just have like a cold stare. 

Um he said to me um, "How old are ypMfVAfldT^ 

November.” And he says, “You look s lot older than 54.” He says, “You look way 

older than 54.” I goes, “Oh really - really?" He goes, "Yeah you look way older than 

§4.’’ And then he said, ‘You - you’ve got vely low blood - blood sugar/ Um I says, 

"Have I?” He says, “Yeah," he says, ”1 can tell.” He says, “You’re bald." .1 think it 

took me out of some time in the conversation. He goes, "You’re bald.” He says, 

“You’ve got no hair.” He says, ”1 can tell just by lookin’ at.you you’ve got very low 

blood sugar." Um and something else he mentioned -1 don’t, know if I mentioned it 

already - he said the woman that he’s currently with is .dem - is demanding sex.off 

him all the time - he’s very unhappy about that; And he’s - he ranted on about - more 
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about religion and that's about ail the conversation that we had but it seemed to last 

a long time. 

FQ: Did he talk about hurting anybody? 

$M: No - no he didn’t talk about hurtin' people. Uh I noticed in reflection that his bible 

stories all seemed to be about God intervening, Uh I noticed when he was talkin' 

about people he seemed to down on his luck - down on their luck or he - about how 

people have conversations with God and God to seemed to save everyone he was 

talkin' about Which 1 thought was a bit one sided how God seems to - ‘cause I asked - 

him, I don't -1 see no evidence of God.” And he seemed to think that air the stories 

he Was talkin' about was God - uh havin’ a relationship with people and intervenin'. 

PQ: Can you tell me what he was wearing? 

could have been like a vest like thing and he was wearin' like those long shorts that 

people wear down to their knee caps. 

PQ: What was the color? 

SM: It uh I seem to remember it was like a - it was either like a khaki brown or a Kind of 

green that’s kind of like a - a very light gr - like perhapslike a.,, like olive green. 

But it wasn’t the kind of green that i’m wearin' urn ~ um it was kind of light a khakMsh 

green or khaki-ish brown, if there can be such - ya know.,, 

PQ: Can you uh describe him for - for us? 
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he was tanned uh seemed to have a straight nose, Medium - medium eyes didn’t 

seem to be too big or too small Urn he - he had siiveMsh hair and that’s all I can 

remember really, Uh he - he seemed to be the same type of gentleman that I was - 

that guy in the - but I couldn't remember his beard bein' so long, Uh perhaps he had 

a bit of stubble or something when he was speakiiV to me, but i didn't think he had a 

beard. 

PQ: This scar on - you ©aid the left side of his mouth? 

been the right. It just seemed to be - just seemed to be a line from the side, 

wherever it was - wherever it was I was talkin’ to him it was on the outside of the 

conversation^ We had the monolith to our back and we’re and it seemed to be on the 

side that was facin’ outwards.!. 1', 

PQ: Was it something like an old scar? 

SM: it looked like a line - just like a - what it was it just seemed to be a line that was 

catchin5 the light. I didn't know what it was, 

PQ: Okay, 

SM: Ya know, like a line across his face. 

RO: But it wasn't a gash like a big scar? 

Siyi: It was * it went a long way. It seemed to go a long way but it didn't seem to be 

particularly... 
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PG: Was ft thin? 

$M: It seemed to be thih, 

PQ: Okay. 

Sftfl: It just seemed to be catch in' the light all the time 'cause it was like a low light 

environment ya know? 

PQ: Now you said um - that he had a slurred speech? 

$M: Slurred Speech as if he - as if he might have been high but he didn’t look as if he was 

peSags^he Wee ontybaifthbre n^ 

PQ: Mm-hm. 

SM: Um but like a guy on um paranoid - ya know that guy that who sings paranoid - he's 

PQ: Is there anything he may have said or done during your interaction with him that 

sticks out that maybe he might be dangerous or... 

Siyi: Wei! - he’s - well I felt -1 felt - um when he was starin’ at us i felt as if he was thinkin’ 

about something like perhaps burtin’ us - ya know - he was just like a very cold stare. 

Like I’m gonna like hit this guy or something: it was that kind of cold heartless stare. 

And there was just the fact that he said he’d - he’d hurt him ^ hurt himself um and 

then he started talkin’ about me and it was - 'cause he was startin’ to talk about me, I 

became a bit um guarded - like uncomfortable as if he was like tryin’ to hurt me 

feelin’s and be a bit probing about us and I just thought -1 thought to myself this guy 
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is trying to find the chinks in rhy armor &nd he'$ tryin' to - like - hurt us. So l just sprt 

of tike said me goodbyes and I asked him about the show and he said he, 'Was goin' 

to see a show that had girls in it" And he said it began with the let - he said the word 

but it - it -1 only caught the F in the beginning but the other guy said that it was a 

show that he knew the name of and he said that it Started 10:30 so ijust got up and I 

says, 'Weil you've got a - it’s 9:30 now so you've got an hour/ And like I hpge - 

“Enjoy yourself kind of think and i just walked away from him. That's about ;uh- 

that’s about everything that was said really. 

iifi-fy-, i' A.u i1- i/ii' ^‘p'v i i'iih jfi|■ V.bii^'i'O '■lv,i1 lrp' r"i 

1 ehd^ ^ I'- ■' ■■'■■■■ , ■ t '■ , ■ ■'U / ■ ■ t',■■■ V 

JJ,“ftji'vj^■ W-j'/r-Vp-vli ■'il , ;7'■'1|:, + lUV^Ix ^;A"'’/"■' 

©M:: He talked about a girlfriend he - he said he had a girlfriend but all he said was that 

she was younger than him, 

, PQ: _ Mm-hm. 

‘ SM: And thdt^She^s ^ off himAnd he seemed to be unhappy about her 

always demandin' sex off him. 

PQ: Did um he say anything pise or - did they - did he say um where she was from or how 

she looked like? 

SM: No he never said anything else. That was all he said about his girlfriend, 

PQ: He didn’t say that they lived together or anything like that? 

SM: I - ya know - he never said - that was literally - literally all that he said on the subject 

of his girlfriend. 

PQ: Okay. Uh Detective Ploense do you have any questions? 
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Dm was uh - was he wearirV uh - wearirT glasses, sunglasses, any Kind of glasses'? 

EVENT#: 171001 ■: 

SM: No he wasn’t wearin* any glasses. 

KP: No hat? 

SM: No I don’t think he was wparinf a hat - 1 would have remembered a Hat. 1 don’t 

remember any tattoos either, I can V ‘cause I don’t like tattoos and 1 would have 

remembered if he had tattoos but I can’t remember if he had them or not 

KP: Did he ever say uh what part of the country he was from? In the US,? 

SM: He wasn’t from here:; I did ask him but I can't remember where he said he was from 

KP; Did he talk about any other places he might have lived? 

SM: No he just * he just said he worked on the railroad urn for a year and the company 

hammered in he says - he says, “Those lines go for about a quarter of a mile and 

they kept buckling and be says that the company went bust.1' So I -1 didn’t know if 

that was something to do with why the company went bust because his lines kept 

buckling in the heat. 

PQ: Okay, Good? 

KP: Yeah hold on let me uh,..And he said that ho hat* a son in prison? 

SM: He said he had a son but he’d only seen for like a couple of weeks like and he 

mentioned a number of weeks and I don’t - can’t remember how many weeks it was. 
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H© says, "| got a son,“ And um I got the impression it was by his first wife and he 

says, Tve only seen him like so many weeks," And he says, "And I’ve been told 

by.,,” uh he said it was a relative but I got the impression it was like perhaps his first 

wife's sister, assuming had contacted him and told him that his son was in prison. 

Did uh - did he say where he was in prison? Or why? 

8M: NO. 

KP; What about uh he * his - so he was on - was he divorced from his second wife or was 

he stilj married? 

y t.'i'". 'Ci,ifi#1'Vj,v v'A .j ''f'i" ' i'-1 ii11 ‘Tj -'h * ttV' i11 h" - '■■VisV' X1. '■ i ij Wis '■ •/!''■■ i; ■ ; Ij-j m'i' 1 ll'i1','' -'|i;'ll i n',7.\r 1ir, 
,f! ii 'I ' 'I' ... '■■ 

■ ii-i i„ ' 

KP: The second wife did? 

SM: ...the, “second wife had died of drinking vodka,” And I don't know what happened to 

the first wife. ; U': ''v.;. 

''KP: 'Okay, 

SM: He just said he was married twice and his second Wife died. 

KP: Did he say anything about girlfriend or friend or? 

SM: Just - he said he’s um his brother had died in his arms. He says, “My brother had 

died." And he says, "He died right there in his arms.” And he pointed to his chest 

and he says, “He had a badness in his chest” And then he was referring to badness 

as being like evil and stuff, Uh and he says, "I don’t believe people catch diseases I 

believe it’s evil that's in people, That’s why people get ill." 
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KP: Did he say how long - did he say he lives in Vegas now? tasvegas? 

SM; Uh nah I didn't pick that up, 

KP: What about where he - where’s ha stayin’? What hotel? 

SM: No nothing about that. No. 

KP: No? So you don’t remember where he said he was originally frota? 

SM: No it wasn’t from * no it wasn’t from Vegas 'cause I remember thinkin* everybody I 

meet from Vegas isn’t from Vegas. Everybody seems to move here; 

SM: And just like you said - everybody you meet here who is by himself is English, Um I 

just - I just uh remember thinkin’ oh this is another person who’s moved here ya 

know? 

KP: Did he say' anyth about any Other family Anothif - any brdthefs? 

Sons? 

SM: No just... 

KP: Just the one in prison? Daughters? 

SM: Just a son in prison. No he didn’t mention any daughter he did mention uh two wifes 

and he was speakin’ to his wife’s or - or relative who told him that - that his son was 

in prison and he gave the impression that he was * 'cause I think he was a little bit 

confused on the subject himself. And he says, it was his first wife’s sister/ or “first 

wife’s mother who told him that his son was in prison - currently in prison / 
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SM: No he just seemed to be by - by himself, 

KF: Okay did he lobk disheveled? Did he look like Was - like he lived from the streets or? 

SM: He look - his self - he looked as if he was down and otit, He can be -1 thought -1 

says -f cause I’ve met a lot of homeless people since I've been in America- And I 

thought he was another homeless person sittin* down. But his actual tee shirt and his 

shorts looked clean which I remember thinkin- they look really dean for - for a down 

and out ya know? ‘Cause 1 thought he was down and out. 

■}l1' 7L,'‘I,JV' ■' . J^ h^, i "Ir ■ "J/ 

'iU W| 

SM: No: 

KF: Did he say that he was rich, poor, anything like that? 

SM- never said he said he wasn’t;working he. said^ h a job: 

He gave me the impression that he only had uh - had a job in the military where he 

was a soldier for four years in the cavalry driving tanks. And then he had a job on the 

railway and then he seemed to say - but I heard nothing after that Ya know -that’s 

the impression he gave me, 1 don’t think he actually said that he didn’t have any 

other job but he did give me the impression that was the dead end of his workin’ - his 

workin’ career, 

KF: Okay um last question, anything else that’s - sticks out in your mind about him that 

can help the investigation? 
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Just - just the fact that urn the only thing that I thought was unusual was the fact that 

he was talkie* about the bible and then he was talkin' abbut gbjn* to see a show with 

girls in it and I just thought the two were a stark contrast from one another, Bein' a 

religious person and thinkin’ about God a lot and then wantin' to go to see a show 

about girls - it seemed to be - to be contradictory ya know? I just thought well that’s 

unusual that somebody who’s talked; so much about the bible ya know? And 

afterwards I thought ail the stories had talked - talked about the bible seemed to be 

about somebody cornin’ down and actually physically doin’ some intervening,’ Which 

I thought none - none of them were - none of- the other stories were about anything 

else other than somebody cornin’ down and intervenin' ya know it seemed a bit - 

that’s what i thought was unusual about ail of his bible stories. Somebody was havin’ 

a conversation with God and then God would do something for him and ifd make his 

life totally miserable and then he would like gift him with an extra life or something; 

Ya know. 1 '■ '■ ' ' 

KP: Okay, AH right I really appreciate you uh takin’ the time to talk to us^UIHt Okay 

Operator this is the end of the interview. Same people are present. The time is 

13:64 hours. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT THE LUXOR LAS VEGAS, 3900 
S. LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD, LAS VEGAS, NV 09119, ON THE 2m DAY OF OCTOBER 
2017 AT 1354 HOURS. 

PQ: KP: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 
Reviewed by B8884K 
10-24-17 
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DATE OCCURRED: 10-01.17 TIME OCCURRED: 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: MANDALAY BAY R£ 
3950 $: LAS VEGAS 

EVENT#: 171001-3519 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

CLARK COUNTY 

DOB: 

■ RACE: | 

HEIGHT: 

HAIR; 

WORK ADDRESS: 

SOCIAL SECURITY#: 

WEIGHT: 

11|,;mi(,i1,III, i'lWt1- l"i'j 'f"IrVW'ii 
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PHONE 2; 

The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE B. HQB$0U; (&H); P# 9*>34; 

Mollica (JM), and b. Howell (DH). 

BH; Operator, this is Detective Breck Hodson, P§ 9034 with the las Vegas Metropolitan 

Police Department Force Investigation Team conducing a taped statement reference 

Event# 171001-3519. interview is going to be conducted at Mandalay Bay at 3950 

South Las Vegas Boulevard, LRs Vegas, Nevada on October 12, 2017 at 

approximately 1458 hours; Uh, the interview is going to be conducted withiBf 

Mollica, M-O-L-L-LC-A as well aS 

Iso present with me is Special Agent James 

from the Mandalay Bay, 

Interview wi)J be conducted inside their conference room down in Human 
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Resources. Okay. ^|||£, um, i said briefly before we turned the recorder on just a 

quick synopsis of, uh, what you can remember from, uh, October 1,2017. Were you 

working that night? 

AM: Yes, i was working that night: I was on lunch down in the EOR down here when the 

call started coming over the radio that -1 remember somebody said, 1 was hit. I’m 

hit" So Pm like, “Okay. So somethin’ aimt right" So I get up put my fray up, i start 

walking towards, uh, beach level through the basement area. At that time, more 

information was coming and our dispatcher just^^JJJ^aid that outside units 

,f-j".."'I)'i,Vj 1 y-' /; ^S'-,--1V-- 1'i.v'')”rV1''!)J,;,,'i:1'-(/it1,1 .l',',■'"'■'J'‘|f/, "7i'iA!"'-1,.Wii"v.VJi:cyii'*7'J^ '■ ;i;.yfv’.v1;'ij■;''y"'-ii-fjj! v1 

I don’t know how they received more information; 1 think^HBhad told me later 

that he had called dispatch on the phone... 

BH: Okay. 

out of 32-135. At that time, everybody, you know, all the outside units responded up. 

All the inside units remained oh the casino. 

BH; Okay. 

AM: 'Cause obviously we’re not armed. I am slowly and I mean, very, very slowly walking 

to beach level because obviously if he's hit we’re gonna roll paramedics. And if we 

roll paramedics, we roll *em up to the upper valet area and then walk them up. So lvm 

- ali right, HI slowly walk over there and when everything Settles down, you know, 

walk the paramedics up^ At that moment, as soon as l hit where the bathrooms are 
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by beach area - beach level valet, ! see two police officers responding. One’s 

carrying, uh, they’re - they're both in the - the brown uniform. One just had like a 

traffic vest an and the other onp already had his, uh, what is it An AK, no. His - an - 

BH: Okay. 

AM: So they’re. Where's security - where's security. We need to get up to the room;" 

And I'm like, "Hey security is behind you.” So he turns around end is tike get us up to 

the room. I’m like, "Okay. If that’s what you want tp do, let's go." So l take'em down 

BH: Okay. ^ _ " ' ' . 

AM: Because - right. I took them up there. Less traffic. Less gudst So we take -1 take 

them up and by that time I had over - I had heard over the radio, that our shift 

.;r' supervisor Sottile and two bike ^ were aifeady up there.'' 'V?' 1,1 

BH: Okay. 

AM: So I told the two officers, I said, "Hey, they’re friendly already here. Two -three of my 

guys, please don't shoot 'em. 

BH: Yeah. 

AM: So we start going down the hallways and I said, “Hey you're in a different hallway, 

Imma get you to center and off to the left will be that at the very end is the room that 

you know that's reported the shots are coming from." I made it just to center core 
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and luckily the officer had told me afterwards that he did Hot hear anymore gunshots, 

‘Cause if not, he would’ve probably... 

BH: Continued on in. 

AM: ...continued into the room, $9 he heard over his radio that there’s still officers that 

heed to he escorted up! He’s (ike, 4,Go get the rest of my guys,” So I'm running down 

the hall going down and then there’s another let see another four - six, no it's like six 

guys all in civilian clothes, but with their vest4 their Metro vests, with police vests on. 

And we had just gotten a call about our Crystal room, which is our high limits, uh, 

Y :i'll1;-"I i , .'.'i. iI-..1 t —~ ii.'-j ■> "'.v iN.v~jCi'IL ;'r'i 
T;f'';r-J.i" v »!V-Tl'i-i'f,:■ J,-'r-1"'v-1V'"1. -.S'',:-;ri,; - -.'“."rrJ.’c,i;r. 

-.1 '.v, •/u:-r-my\.'!r 
"■s;; 

BH: Okay, ■ 

AM; That there wee an active shooter there. So I told 'em, you guys wanna clear that. It’s 

right - it’s right down the casino. It’s not on the other side. It's right down here. You 

: guys wanna hiafce a quick sWdep? The guy in charge said let’s gb! They take their 

quick sweep of it. All right. Goes up to the damn room. 

BH; That was - that was the Crystal room, 

BH: Okay. 

AM: Or Baccara high limits or high limits. We have several names for it. 

BH; Okay. And that's up on 62? 

AM: No, that is on casino level. 
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BH: Okay. 

AM: That’s our high - high-limits lounge. So they * they did a quick sweeps They - they - 

one says, “Dude I smell, ph, the gunpowder, I smell it.” But it must have been 

coming from the vents or who knows where it Was cornin’ from. And right goes up to 

the room. We start running again through the casino to the front desk and I took 'em 

up again to the service elevator; And 1 had told 'em, like “Hey there’s already two 

Metro officers here. There’s three of my guys, but 1 think at that time I think there 

was already four or five of Mandalay Bay security, 

-1-, I,1,-,r|.-,,.|r"|,.,i,,i:J-i,, jL l'-,^1'■‘■t'.ri;1 .. '-.fe lj! i' "."i rJ.’C? H.J.I . hii; ,'■■■' - l,<i' -,.lJ,.ri''T,ul 1 ■ ■■ ,,,'r. . 

AM: They get Up there like, “Hey stay with us,” I’m like, “I really don't Want to guys, like 

just have a shirt on, man.” If somebody starts shooting at me that’s it. 

BH: Yeah. 
' 'J. ;T■ j;, 

AM: So I Stayed in the middle of the bones and ) said, “All right guys, Just keep goin’ 

down. It’s a different hallway. The 135 is off to the left, it's at the very end.” And 

then they met up with them and then just like, “Hey go get more guys. Just Keep 

bringing more people up,” And this is I would probably even say it a 3-minute 

window, no more than a 6-minute window that just people just responded like crazy, 

ya know. ‘Cause the festival is right across the street, so.,; 
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AM: ...that helped a lot, you know. And people pointing guns at you and all that I said, 

"Hey man, rm Mandalay security^ I'm here to help so/' And then at that time, they 

secured the hallway^ And then they were just slowly getting closer and Closer to the 

room when i think 'til somebody had called out that SWAT had already made it to the 

property or, you know. I think they call it Zebra team. 

BH: Mnvhm. 

AM: The Zebra team had made it to property; Sp We went down to 31-135 and I showed 

them the room. I literally just leaned into the room and opened up the doors. This is 

i .‘■■i' 'm'J,/ jr;.'f--'v,v; ■ mj,-'v_pl'-m, r-*!?,1 kf« ',r \ '■ 1‘ \y ij-.V'1. v^'. ■ f'i'1-i'v.n■'r".^'';t',rin'i1^ Wm*i S/?'0'1 

them because the room has like a bar area here and they would have said, “If we 

didn't know that was there." 

BH: So you took the - you took the Zebra guys that was gonna breach: and Showed them 

! ■ 'T-' 1_|i ■ ^ ■•■j j,*«j' ^ :;[i r ..IV, 

AM: Yeah. Because they wanted to come up from underneath. 

BH: Okay, 

AM; You know, they started banging out all the -the lights. You know, just the element of 

surprise. It might - like, "This is the layout guys. Like this is what you about to walk 

into/' And, “All right Coot We got it" Quick little layout of the room. They went up, 

did what they did and that's when the breached the room. 

BH: Okay. And did you stay up on the floor after that? 
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AM: Yes, 

BH; Okay. 

AM: Yes - yes, 'cause I remember the Sergeant of the Zebra team told my manager since 

he was in civilian clothes to give me his keys 'cause they could identify me easier 

than they could identify him, 

BH: Okay, 

AM: So I stayed up there just opening up doors dr storage rooms or letting them know 

where, the stairwells, wpat rooms.are here, what rooms are there, pretty much ail 

BH: What time did you finally get relieved put of there. 

AM: Eww man that was 7:45 in the morning. 

BH: Okay; 

AM: Easily, 

BH; $o when the original call starts coming out - when you start hearing radio traffic, you 

said you were at lunch, do you remember about what time that was? 

AM: l would say around 10:00-10:05 in that-that ball range. 

BH: Okay, Ahd then so just for argument sake, well say 10:05, How spon ’til you're on 

the elevator with - with those first two units heading up the tower, 

AM: Oh two minutes. 
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BH: Okay. 

AM; Without even breaking a sWeai Yeah/ Two minutes. 

BH: Fairly quickly. 

AM: Yeah. 'Cause like * cause i remember the graveyard guys were already coming out 

of the briefing and I -1 saw one or two of them. Like ah, 'lets go up to upper drive.” 

You know, that’s when I started my very, very slow walk. 

BH: Okay. 

AM; And like ! said, the Metro officers were comin5 in hot: like they were sweating. They 
; 'jiMjir.ivV:-;1 '1 fv>^ ■:$ir;1^;,{i [>‘^V ■; '/..vyl-;:':1.'^y■;":■'>£r;?„/;'> - 

were rushing in there.: Yeah. Easily. No more than two minutes we were already up 

on the floor with the first two officers. 

BH: Okay. And then, uh, so you get - you get those guys up there. So you made a 

have to scribe anything for. uh, Anthony for Tony. 

AM: Describe? 

BH; Scribe. Did you write stuff down? 

AM; No, nothing has been written down. This is the very first interview or debriefing IVe 

BH; Okay. 

AM; ...since the event. 
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That night, you didn't write down the names of the guest that you were gettin' off the 

AM; i must have given it to the officer that was up there, 

JM: All right, hut you did have it, right? 

AM; Uh, I had - * know, yes^ Weil I got some of 'em. You guys want 'em? 

8H: Okay. But you - so you remember - you remember doin’ that though- 

AM; Yes, 'cause of the Sergeant said they were getting closer arid closer, so they were 

moving everybody out of their rooms. And I guess they got up to 114, : ; 

BH; Okay,' '! 

AM; No, they actually got to - yeah, 114 and then I guess at the very end was 13-123, so 

they were yeah, like ten doors away or ten rooms away from actually breaching it. 

BH: Okay. 

AM; When that’s when they said, "Head down; ‘Cause the Zebra teams here. So they 

want to go underneath and make entry from underneath the room/’ 

SH; Okay. Cool. When you were up there initially, did you, uh, did you seel 

;ome out of the hallway or anything? 

AM; No, the - no, I did not see him ‘cause I think he * he came down to baggage. Uke he 

- he booked it. Like ‘cause I guess like he told me that like, "Shit, I felt like the warm 

sensation on my leg and, you know, it started burning a little bit1’ l‘m like, 'Yeah. 

That’s usually what happens when you get shot, man. Like ithurts." And he’s like, 
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"You Know, i called 'it in and I went down the 200 wing, I went down to the baggage 

storage and that’s where he just laid loW for a little bit 1 didn’t meet him until I tobk 

two or three police officers that were gonna respond to the - I think the Paris, 

Because, uh, reports Of an active shooter on that side of the prop- or of the strip, 

'Cause I remember taking ’em down and jumping on the bell cart and driving em 

down Las Vegas Boulevard to Russell where their vehicles were at 

BH: Oh okay. 

AM: And that was when I was running opt that was the very first time I sa^jpj^at or 

BH: Okay. Was he getting attended to by medical at that point? 

AM: No, he was already wrapped up. 

BH:, ■ So he had already been treated. ... , :i', 1 ■ i . 

AM: Yeah. He had already been treated. His pants were all ripped open. So like he was 

cool He’s like, "Yeah, Look man, I got shot in the leg. *' I’m like, 'Well you’re fine." 

So we just -1 just kept running with the guys to get them to their vehicles, 

BH: Okay, Did you happen'»did you remember encountering the, uh, engineer guy up 

there? 

AM:! I saw, uh, i saw^m^which is the - the senior watch Of the shift manager, Jesus 

a heavier set Hispanic guy and some, uh, newer white dude, slick-back hair. But he 

was only up there for five minutes or somethin* like that. ‘Cause he he Was semi- 
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new to the property so obviously heJs not gonna Know as much as probably! 

$ always up at Mandalay Bay tower. does 'cause 

BH: Okay, 

AM: So once he kinds saw that he was not necessarily very useful, he just left. 

BH: Okay. 

AM: Or I think they told him to leave too. 

BH: Okay. 

man, I wouldn’t want to say an hour but it could have easily been an hour with 

everything that was happening. He was up there for a while. And ther^gpwas up 

there, but yeah the other gentlemen - five - ten minutes. 

AM: At most, 

BH: Where you up there when SWAT breached the room? 

AM: No, I was in 31. 

BH: You right, you were down, 

AM; No * no, yeah. ’Cause I Know how they breach rooms and I don’t wanna get.. 

BH: So you were-you were on 3T when it happened? 

AM: I was right underneath them, 31-135, I heard the bang. 
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The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE B, PENNY (BP), R# 6042; LVMPD FORCE INVESTIGATION 
TEAM, on 10-08-17, at 1410 hours. Also present is Mandalay Bay Attorney 

BP: Operator, this is * this is Detective Penny with the Force Investigation Team, 

conducting a recorded statement Last name! 

ier date of birth is tfHMK' Home address I 

Phone number of i 

She works for Mandalay Bay, Her occupation She works 

0700 to 1500. Ah, on Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday. This interview is 

taking place on 10-08-17 at approximately 1410 hours. At Mandalay Bay in human 
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resources. Also present for the interview isNMmNMlHKor Mandalay Bay. 

This Interview's being reference to LVMPD ©vent# 171001-3519; Which will be an 

active shooter investigation which occurred at Mandalay Bay. Ah, can you state your 

name for me please? 

GE: 

BP; And you understand this is being recorded? 

GE: What was that, I’m sorry? 

BP: Ypu understand this is being recorded? 
■■■. -f'fyiiVi-j-; jid-ij' 'ii, i '-"iv, j,IVi, /; i1: 5l!riA> IrO '.-Ay.{ij., ■:■ 
m,'-i '"r" -*"V^-r"'Vl?-'."'“-'''r."1 ,J"N-rii"^'li!j-7|r i,1 T.Tr'j'l-"r'ri7.j-.,|i|.i",^-Ti|._-r-.;Ji ^- r^)"r-v-"y" 1 ■''.v!l!,nT“t;1;11 r’-■T■ 

c?E:-"yes-: ,ii: ■ "■■■ 1 

xV''i fa1* i ' 
f|!" v i-v,1L i_t; r i f ^7-11' ->-’f r - ' "-17'1' V i" ''i '■ ^ ■'i1 i' 

BP: Okay, Urn, the reason why we're here *s we're conducting the investigation for the 

shooting that occurred that last Sunday night. And through our investigation, um, we 

can you tell me about that contact with him, when you first met him? 

GE: Ah, well, I mean just like everybody else the guests, you Know, they do check-in the 

cabanas. Ah, he v he never really checked-in. It was, ah, girlfriend Marilou.,. 

BP: Mm-hm. 

GE; ^always come in, Um, her name is never on the reservation, This is always his 

name. 
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GE: So, ah - so one day, you know, they checked the ^ they asked for a ID, "it'doesn't 

match. Of course ‘cause it was under his name, And so I had to call. VIP Services 

and verify that, you know, she's actually in the room with him. And and they said, 

"Yes/sc I made - let her check-in the cabana. But she was a tittle bit kind of upset 

about it So, we kind of like hit it off a.little bit So we’re just talking, you know, and I 

took 'em to the cabana. Since 1 guess we have the same, she's Filipino, I’m Filipino. 

BP: Mm-hm. 

GE: So, we talk and just - just talking and she's - she just talks to me and she’s like, “Oh, 

little bit of conversation. 

BP; Mm-hm. 

GE; And then, urn - it's like, “Oh, well, maybe Steve will be down later, you know, he’s - 

he’s actually like gambling last night and he had a long night; Like a little bit like 

conversation like that. 

-r I-- 

BP: Mm-hm, 

GE: Blit, um - but like they’ve been here like about four times I think, 

BP: Mm-hm. 

GE: And then, um - but he doesn’t come down all the time. But, ah, the last time that 

maybe six month ago when he was with her. And they were in our lazy river cabana. 
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GE: And I'm kind of - like he's always - like he doesn't say anything though he always like 

just kind of wave. And, urn, he's always on his laptop. 

BP: Mnvhm. 

GE: And, um, that's pretty -1 mean that's pretty much it I can recall and then, urn, the last 

time that Marilou cam© in I think they were here September 3. And they had a 

bungalow. 

BP: Okay. 

GE: And the same - the same conversation, you know, ah, she’s like, ttQh, Steve probably. 

night last night," and, ah, she said she was with her family and everything. So that's - 

you know, that's all 1 can pretty much recall. 

BP: , Oh, okay. So, the interactions that you had with, ah, Marilou and Steve, ah, you said 

■ that ifs been about like four times, like:...■ .. . . .. . . 

GE: Yeah. 

BP: ...four times this year or four times total? 

GE: Like four times total. Like maybe couple years. 

BP: Okay. 

GE: Yeah, 

BP: So, over the last couple of years you've seen 'em maybe four times. Urn, when you 

were talking about her coming down and her name hot being on the registry.!. 
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BP: ...she couldn’t get In: Um, you started normal conversation with her. Urn, related to 

her because they’re both Filipino. She became more at ease. Once it Was verified 

that she was on the room where she was escorted to. 

BP: And, you know, the cabana,,, 

{(Crosstalk)) 

GE: Mm4m 

i'W'fi 1H -/'ViX | n\i.-jr_u I/.-II- i11jfViT^1-'rr -WiV 1 rT n l-' "l 1 j 1 r .JVIi\ y <]'iL ^.n''r.^ |'VTj "y;"^ 'J ^' ,-j "J .L.r---Jl.r|l| '7 1J.1', "'T ^1T’L1-r >■ ■''.V'^^ ^ h11 f. P'' ^ li' h', r'|; t ri1, ^^1 ’r'1 ij |J ■J. ’|-l.-u ■>■'"■ i^ ^ ■-1 - ~ 1-7"-,rj '7T-I ^ ■ r ,y J-J,,',.-t J' ■ y, 

down, urn, he was very reserved. Um, always on tiis laptop- 

GE: Yes. 

BP: Um, cursory greetings, wave hello, but there was never any interaction. 

BP: ,„between the two of you? 

GE: Yes. 

BP: And then the last time that she was down here was September 3 in a bungalow, 

BP: Um, did he come down at all? 
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GE: Yeah. 

BF; But she had mentioned that he was on property because,.. 

GE: Yeah, 

BP: ,. .he had been gambling all night and he may or may not show up but he nev&r did? 

GE: Yeah, 

BP: Okay, Um. Marilou, fri-friendly woman? 

GE: Yeah, very friendly. 

GE: Mm-hm. 

BP: And were they the type of guests that they were a pleasure to take care of their 

cabana or a nightmare guest? 

GE: Oh/ no, no, they were - yeah, they it - it was a pleasure taking care of ‘em, yeah. 

BP: Okay. 

GE: Yeah. 

BP: They weren't demanding at all or anything? 

G£: No, not at all. 

BP: Okay, Um, did yop have any interaction with him like one*orhone; if Marilou wasn't 

there did you ever have an occurrence to talk to him specifically? 
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GE: No,! cfid not 

BP: Okay. So Marilou kind of took care of everything and he was just there. 

GE: Ye^ basically, yeah, 

BP: Okay, Urn, when he was at the cabana, urn, was there any change of demeanor of 

Marilou or was she just the same normal person? 

GE: The same normal person, : 

BP: Okay, 

0P: Okay; So it’s not like he would show up and she would be timid around him or 

anything or - or she would be more reserved, um, around his presence? 

GE: No. , 

BP; Okay. ,H/ '''V,Y ■ .. -'i ■' . 

GE: Not that I’ve noticed 

BP: Okay; Um, is there anything that you can think about them together or him 

individually that Would raise any suspicions? Um, like you would happen to just - 

anything that made you - gave you a weird vibe dealing with them? 

GE: No, not at all, I mean but like ! recall like he’s always on his laptop but then, you 

know, everybody is always making bets and all that stuff and people - like I've neyer 

thought, you know, what I mean. 
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BP: Okay* 

GE; Nothing unusual. 

BP: How did you find out that he was associated with the event from last Sunday? Did 

you see it on the news or? 

GE: l did. I saw it... 

BP: Okay: 

GE; , Jn the news and, you know, I was like, “I know that gUy.” 

GE; I’ve seen Marilou’s picture first 

BP: okay. And as soon as you saw her picture you recognized her? 

GE: That, yes, ' 

BP: And then when you then saw his picture like, uOh, those are?” 

GE: Yeah, and I put two-and-two together, 

BP: Okay. When you saw that on the news were you surprised? 

GE: Yes, l was, I was, 

BP: Okay, dust because they seemed like average normal people? 

GE: That i$ correct, yes. 
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Okay. All right, is there anything else you can think of that might be able to, umt help 

us out or anything else that in your«in your interactions with them that raised any red 

flags? : 

GE: No, not that - not that I think of. I mean like - like i said they always - she always talk 

about how much money they gambled and stuff like that but then, you know, like for 

us I mean people talk a lot how much money they lost and we’re like, “Oh, okay.” I 

BP: All right. 

GE: But 

interview, same persons present time is gonna be 1419 hours. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT MANDALAY BAY HUMAN 
RESOURCES, 3950 LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD SOUTH, LAS VEGAS, NV 89119 ON 
THE 8TH DAY OF OCTOBER 2017 AT 1419 HOURS* 

BP: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 

REVIEWED BY P. QUINTEROS P #9055 ON 10/17/17 
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The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE B. Hp03;^ 
TEANL oh 10-1Y al i 6T3 hoUrsv Also :preseril a re TBi Specie!: Agent 
McCamey (GM), R. Yanagi (RY), P. Jura (PJ), and A. Hazlett (AH), 

BH; Operator, this is Detective Brack Hodson P# 9034 of the Las Vegas Metropolitan 

Police Department, Force Investigation Team, conducting a taped statement 

reference Event# 171001-3519, Today's date's going to be October 13, 2017 at 

approximately 1613 hours. Interview’s going be conducted at 

m sorry, Street Las Vegas, Nevada Interview’s going be 

conducted with 

Iwith a social of Also present with me during the interview will be 

Special Agent Gary McCamey, M-C-C-A-M-E-Y as well its 
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representing Mandalay Bay. As well as, ah, Counselors 

(representing Mandalay Bay as well. Okay, ma'am, so we’re here 

today just to ask you a couple questions reference, ah', you attending in a certain 

room on floor 32 135, do you ? do you remember doing that? 

BH: Okay, DO you remember what day you cleaned that room? 

Urn, it’s, um/Wednesday, 

BH: Wednesday? 

Mm-hm. 

BH: Ah, would that have possibly been September 27th? 

No, l‘m - I’m sure it is, ‘cause, um, they showed me my paper works. 

BH: dkay. And whatgo into that room, ^ ° 

m Urn, like I -1 think it's my first room, but l-m not, urn, with the time, 'cause you know, 

urn, pre shift and then load the cart arid then go to the floor, ah, maybe like, um, 

maybe at 4:30 or more, 4:30,4:35 like that 

BH: Okay and when you entered the room was there, was the guest present? 

Yeah, he opened the room, I knock and then * and then he opened, ah, the door and 

then i ask, if, "Did you, ah, sir did you request for service?" I said, um, arid he said, 

"Yes/’ And then, um, he went to the bar and he asked me to remove, there's, um, 

ah, things in the refrigerator, like, umt cheese, um, might, that, ah, he want to get rid 
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of. And then, um, he went to the room and then he asked me if l am, I’m, ah, going 

change, ah, his bed sheets. I said, “Okay.” 

BH: Okay, so you changed the bed sheets? 

Mnvhrri 

BH: Okay, And cleaned out the fridge for him? 

Ah, th© - the breakfast in the bar* 

BH: Okay. 

,■-<iv ,■ J -/j, w x r"'-.;.1 -■■■■" '-ji i. i ^ j f ---ivJ- j ■< i,w.-.v- A1- >T>| ■. r? - fv; Ti < l■.r>,x■7vv.r^;■ ■■■.■■x,. t> "'j,-! .'i !■.■■■ r: iy-j! ; l^,|.r-11 ^11 -1 V ^ i'r * 'iT ^1141 ■ irf | ■ x ■ 1j‘ '“■■■■ -rv-11 -■// r-i ^ j-:i v- j ^ ■■■! | 1 ■ f"-1!J i’-1 ^^ >>*■■■■»■_; ■■■■/■ ^ r^j r--1^ r1^,-' -.-J V,11:' ^ i1 r1-! J/- 'x- vw, (rv. i: f-: r<: i i"i :■ -v wr; Ir.-; tv i .r> r*J 

BH: Okay. 

After th© - the, ah, it - it, urn, after I clean the * the, ah, I removed the, ah, the things in 

the refrigerator, I went: inside the room and just asked me like, “Can you change my 

BH; Okay. And, ah, this man what was haloing when you were cleaning? 

Um, he’ssitting in - in front of the, um, little table in the room. Um, in -■ in front of th© 

computer. 

BH; Okay, do you remember what the computer looked like? 

Sorry, um, sir, I don't* I don't really, you know, I don’t really, because, you know, 

when I’m cleaning especially the guest is there I’m not really comfortable I just wanna 
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finish the room. But, I saw the man it's like,, um, a - a decent man, so I don't mind 

cleaning - cleaning, 

BH: Okay and did you empty the garbage cans? 

Ah, the garbage can are - are - are clean no, nothing, 

BH: There’s nothing in the garbage? 

m Mm-hm, nothing. 

BH: Okay, so you didn't have to remove any garbage at all? 

bathroom. ■ 

BH: Okay. Did he have you remove any other trash from the - from the room maybe a 

box or a bag of anything? 

i mean t removdj you mean-1? ' 

BH: Yeah, take - take out, throw away? 

Ah, no, just the thing inside the refrigerator that’s it, 

BH: That's,,, 

There's no trash, no nothing. 

BH: Okay, Um, when he was working on the computer, do you kndw what a iaptop is? 

Ah, it’s just, um, it’s, ah,„ 

BH: Kinda looks, kinda. 
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comfortable, because the room service served the food and then the - the guy, urn, 

ah, sit down on the, um, high table and then, ah, eating souf). 

GM; Okay* 

That’s why I feel comfortable, because room service is there and then. 

GM; Was there anyone else in there with him? 

Um, he’s alone. 

GM: He was alone? 

MS #■.j-Utj-finj-i11w ■' :-lii‘■‘Jj'v-'i h;*v '-i,--::'r'n|'-| <■<<■-iVi.' , J|^r--1:, 'i J. n ''l. .,,*j ^ nf ii'll,1—; v; V.-'i-^r'r.V;r-njj-Jni- ij-iw '- 'i>-i-j V1' t hi i. n; iVY]-!', jl'r J 11,1 r ■ i; - * _J r^1 rri|i-l'i 

GM: Okay, And do you do you have any idea what he was looking at on his laptop? 

Um, no, sir. 

GM: Ah, no. 

Mm-hm, no, I’m sorry I didn’t. 

GM; No, that’s okay. 

Mm-hm. 

GM: Don’t be sorry. 

tV\. ■, ■■ /-.'y.1 

BH: Okay, Do you - do you remember what he looked like? 

Urn, it exactly what I saw oh the TV; But, the first that they showed rhe the picture I 

think it’s not, 1 don’t know, maybe, um, through that picture, hut the - the first picture, 
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no, the second picture it's like the, if you can - if you have picture I can, you have 

picture lean. 

Can you * can you describe him, was he? HOW old he was maybe? 

fIt's, ah - ah, he’s old. He’s old with, ah, like a M’ remember, because, urn, because; 

um, ah, every time when he, when, urn, he’s eating every time, because after that i 

can remember the - the room is there and then the - the tables here and then he’s - 

he?$ sitting like that that’s why I don’t feel comfortable, because I think he is not 

urn, still staring at me. Because, he keep on staring at me and then, ’‘Are you okay?" 

And then, um, “Oh yes I am okay.” And then like, um, a couple of, you know,! need 

to get something in my cart, I need to get the. bed sheets and everything and the 

That’s why I think I have the - the - the, you know, the - the eyes, the face. 

BH: Mnvhm. 

Ml Until now it's still on my mind that’s why when I go to work - when I go to work, um - 

um * um; Tuesday when I entered the room I see him is stilt looking at me. 

BH: It makes you still uncomfortable. Okay. 

BH: I’m sorry you're going through that. 
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Yeah. Because the - the - the - thethe - the man he - he looked at me. I - I'm not - 

Tm not really scared, but because herSi urn, old man like, ah, sitting, ah, very far from 

me, but the - but he keep on staring at me - staring at me, um, the - the eyes are 

really focused on me when I - when I come - come up to the - the room. 

BH: So, you just felt he was watching everything you did? 

Maybe, I'm not sure, because for me it's, ah, unus- it’s just an ordinary, you know, 

cleaning the guest is there. 

BH: . Mm-hm. 

But, ah, the one thing that I noticed about hirri he keep on staring at me, it s realty it’s 

embarrassing really like eating and, urn, eating that soup or something that, but the■ 

the eyes keep on following me. 

BH: ; Okay. 
. f,K. i-'i| 

GM: Did you just clean the room One day, or were there multiply days; do you remember? 

I think that’s - that’s it, sir. 

GM: Just the one time? 

0 
GM: Okay. 

As far as I remember. 
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...because, ah, if ever I clean it or I did a turn before that; I can't remember, because i 

work swing, I work three to 62 and even When the - when the * when the incident 

happened, I didn't even know that, urn, I cleaned the room. 

GM; Right - right 

Only * only when they start calling me - catling me by, ah, Detective something that - 

that I cleaned the room like Wednesday and then, oh fhby - they - they, urn, ahd then 

l -1 - i saw that they, ah, the guest check in like Thursday, oh, I’m happy the guest 

check in its, um, check on Thursday, I'm up, so, nothing - nothing when the incident 

did you so the and then I and then they showed me that they told me that I cleaned 

■the, mom. 

GM: Did you - did you notice anything unusual other than him st- you know;., 

Staring at me? -"v7'..‘ 

GM: .keeping an eye and staring at you. Were there a lot of bags in the room, do you 

remember that or? 

Ah, yeah, the - the one that i, you know, um, now I, you know, I remember, there's 

like more then five, um, ah, luggage but they're not in the room. 

GM: Yeah. 

But, I don’t Know if there's still in the room, 'cause i didn't check the cabinets, but 

there is tike, um, the - the luggage are in - in the - in the living room. 
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GM: Yeah. 

You can see the ~ the when you open the Poor you pan see the luggage they they’re 

just in living room. 

GM; Okay, i -1 don't think J have anything else, Break. 

SH: Okay. Okay, i appreciate your time, okay. Operator, same persons present End of 

interview’s going be 1623 hours- 

this voluntary statement was COMPLETED ATI 
ON THE 13th DAY Of r 2017 At 1623 

BH: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017*032 
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The following is the transcription of a: tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETBCm^ 
TE-AM, on: 1.0-4-1-11 at 1457 h0urs.; Also present i 

BH: Operator, this is Detective Breck Hodson, P# 9034, with the Las Vegas Metropolitan 

Police Department, Force investigation Team, rii be conducting a taped statement 

with M 

of birth 

reference Event# 1710013519. He has a date 

Today’s date is October 11,2017 

and if is approximately 1457 hours. Uh, also in the room with me is 

from the Mandalay Bay property as well. Urn, ail right, A 
, uh, explain to me, um, you work here at Mandalay Bay, is that correct? 



PL: Swing shift, 

BH: Okay, And on that day, uh, do you recall any * ah incident happening that night? 

PL: Yes I 
BH: OKay, What do you - what do you recall in your own words? 

■■ ' . , t . ■ '■ . 

PL:, Um, it was approximately 10 O'clock. Um, was Tidin’ my bike. We got a call that, uh, 

one of our guys was hit up on the 32nd floor, Um, myself and another officer, uh, 

responded. We were called to that floor. Um, rode our bikes through the casino to 
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the guest elevators, made our way up. Urn, got up there thinking it was just a fight 

Uh, call went out over the radio that,; um, one of our officers up on 

ras possibly hit with a BB gun or a pellet gun. So we - we were in the 

mindset of, um, possibly a shooter* It also, after that, went over the radio that there 

was an active shooter at the event lot across the street 

BHi Do you - now do you remember, like, kind of what time that was at? 

PC: Uh, between 10:00 and maybe 10:l0 to 10:12* 

BH:. Okay..... ... ■_1.f......... 

BH: Okay. So between 10:00 and 10:12 you said? 

PL: Right. 

■Mil:, ;.;:SompWh0rf j'Sr^phd ;:th^re?,,;C?^a:y,i 

you’re goin’ up - up the elevator, is that correct? 

PL: Yeah * yeah. 

BH: Okay. And then, uh> what occurred from there? 

PL: Uh, we got up to the floor, myself and UP there. 

We saw«Mfun ^own hallway. Um, he had a - what appeared to be a 

gunshot wound to his calf Um, it looked like a BB, urn, so I’m guessing it was just a 

fragment. Uh, my supervisor, the security operations rrianagerMHI was up 

there at that time. 
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BH; Okay, 

RL: And, urn, you could hear the - the gun goin’ off, uh, not coming down thi hall, rm 

assuming now it was going out of the window. 

BH: Okay, 

Ft; And, um, yeah. 

BH; Okay. So, um, was there anybody else, uh, cornin' at you guys besides 



BH: Qkay - okay, Um, how long do you think it took you guys from the time that you got 

the calf to the time you arrived up at the - up on the floor there? 

PL: Uh, approximately three minutes, four minutes, 

BH: Okay, Urn, so when you get up there, you see JUp^nnin' down the hallway to 

you. He’s got what appears to be a gunshot wound to his calf you said? 

BH: ’Kay, And, oh, was it bleeding? 

PL; Uh, yeah, it was just dribbling a little bit. 

Okay, And you said it appeared to be s 

PL: Yes, 

BH: Qkay, 

PL: Yeah, 

BH: Okay, And, uh, what was - what was being told to you guys at that point or what was 

being said? 

PL: Urn, at this point people * there was another officer on the uppef valet saying that g- 

glass was falling from one of the floors up there and they could see the - the bullets 
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coming down to the festival lot, um, at which point we knew that there was an active 

shooter, And at that point it was Only minutes after vye had gotten up there that, tip, a 

Metro team had got, uh, was taken up there. 

BH: Okay. 

PL: So they were up there right after We were. 

BH: Okay, 

PL: Yeah. 

And the 
unfit.. 

PL: Uh, we just observed and reported, uh, helped out with whatever we needed to do 

with whatever the Metro officers were tellin* us to do, 

BH: Okay. And did, uh, did am did you see any gunshots come down the hallway at you 

L,: guys at any point? . n;-:- 

BH: Okay. Um, so what, uh, did^m^eport any other information to you guys? 

PL; No, He could not get a signal up there. 

BH: Okay. 

PL: Uh, he - i think he called on hi$ ceil phone to our dispatch. 
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PI; Because nothing went over the radio that he said that, uh, he had beep hit with a 

bullet or whatever he thought it was. 

BH: Okay. 'Kay. So then you guys, Uh, you guys assisted our units at that time then? 

BH; Okay. How long wdre you up on the floor for, do you think? 

PL: Uh, we were up there for over IT hours. 

Bti; Okay! So got - you got up on the 3?nd floor and never came off? 

BH; Okay- okay. How are you doin’? 

PL: Oh Tm okay. 

PL; I’d think Td be worse if i was actually down at the festival lot You know? 

BH: 

PL: 

BH: 

Yeah, definitely. Uh, it’s quite the scene down there. 

Yeah. 

Okay. Um, ail right. SO you were up there, it was your partner, 

went up with you. Did anyone else ride with you guys up the elevator? 

that 



BH: .:.then after a while, everybody else kind of came or what? 

PL: Yeah, There was, uh* another engineer and another one of our officers dpwn one of 

the hallways that had come up. 

BH: Okay. 

PL: But nobody else, 

BH: Okay, Perfect, Is there anything else you can think of that might be able to help us 

out with this? 
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PL: No, 

BH: GKay. Hoy 11 appreciate your time. Thanks for .cornin' in, 

PL: Of course. 

BH: Operator this will be the end of interview. Same persons present; It is gonna be 

1593 hours. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT THE MANDALAY BAY 
RESORT AND CASINO, 3950 S. LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89119, ON 
THE 11th DAY OF OCTOBER 2017 AT 1503 HOURS. 

, , BH: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 1 .W'Vv 
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Today’s date is October 7,2017 and the time is 1110 hours* Uh, is it okay if t calf you 

SA; Yes. 

MC; Uh, 

$A; Yes, 

are you aware this interview is being recorded? 

MC; Yes? Okay. And can you please tbit me how you became aware of this incident and 

just go from there, 

saying that a security officer needed to talk to me. So she transferred him to me. it 

that, uh, or asking if we were doin' any work on 

the 32nd floor 100 Wing saying that the stairwell door was bracketed shut, And I said, 

; uh, “No, I’m not aware of anything, there shouldn't be any reason since it’s an 

egress.” And he said, urn, I said, '’Weil what type of bracket is it?” He said, “It’s like 

an l bracket” So 1 said, ’Well okay, i’ll send an engineer up to take a look at it” 

And h© said, ‘Well hold on, I hear a drill on the other side of the door.” So ( said, 

“Okay, Well you hear a drill,” I said, ”Yom might want to go the floor above or below 

try to catch the guy in the stairwell,” 

MC: Mnvhrn. 

SA: Thinkin’ somebody's just puttin’ brackets on all of'em - on all of 'em. So i said, Tm 

on my way up.” 1 got up from the, uh„t 
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MC; Did he say - I’m sorry> did he say, uh, where the drill noise was coming from? 

SA; He said it sounded like it was coming from the back of the stairwell door, 

MC: Okay, 

SA: So l got up out of them, you know, out of my office had started headin’ up called, uh, 

my engineer, 

guy bracketing a door,” Um, 

aid, “Hey look I need you to meet me up here. I got a 

said copy he was en route, Uh, I got in the 

elevator at beach level - the elevator that takes you up to*.. 

SA: ...the 32nd floor and I hit the 32nd floor, stopped on casino,/ And ! saw a guest there. 

And Ym like, gettin’ready to tell him, “Hey look, you gotta take the next one.” 

MC: Right 

SA: ’Cause we’re goin\ you know, tryih' to find this guy. 

MC: Right ! 

SA: Um, and then the next thing you know three security managers and two Metro cops 

come running in and they're like, uh, you know, and Td already had 30 seconds and 

theyTe like, you Know, oh there’s a shooter up on the 32nd floor, And I said, "A 

shooter? I’m on my way up there for somebody bracketing a door?1 
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$A; So wo, you know, the doors shut, you khpw, they're gettin’ all ready ‘cause we’re 

goin’ up. DoOrs open up. i was tryin’ to call out on the radio to let 

hey look, you know? 

know, 

MG: Yeah. 

Get out of there. I don’t know if it went through because bein’ in the elevator in the 

core it’s kind of a real dead area. Doors open up on 32, Well doors open up on 31 

first and the Metro officers got put kinds tumed back id 'cause we were gonna try to 

get... , 

...into the stairwell. Doors Open, you know, doors shut: Go back up to 32, Doors 

open up. We come out of the s- out of the elevator and just as we’re cornin’ out of 

the elevator core 

around from the 100 wing and ihdaholdin 

MO: Right 

You know, because he had gotten shot in the back of the leg whiph we found out 

But um, so we as soon as we got up there, you know, they came around the comer. 

They’re like, “Hey look, somebody’s shootin’ dpwn the hallway.” and you could hear 

the - what sounded like full auto... 
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MC: You can hear it from the elevator area? 

SA; YEah - yeah. You could hear it all the way down from the center bore. 

MC: Okay. 

SA: Urn, so we - yeahT we kinda backed up into the elevator core area so that they’re not 

in direct line of the hallway becauseit was the - the room. They Said, you know, it 

was the end room the 35 room. 

MC: Right. 

iSIisi 
, (i>_. . Tv.,lf., 

up and noticed there was a - a bullet hole so you could tell it was a..; 

MC: Yeah. 

...a bullet hole. You know, it looked like a small caliber ,22, 223, Um, got them back 

in there kinda, you know, made - sure they're okay. Hey look, you know,- 

said, you knpw, Hl felt something hit my back," you know? "Pm checkin1 him makin' 

sure there's no, uh, holes, any blood, I mean, everything looked good, I didn't see 

anything. He said maybe it was drywall or a ricochet. 

MC; Right. 

SA: Whatever it was it never punctured the skin or the uniform. Um, made sure he was 

good. Got him around the corner, Um, they were kinda lookin' a - Metro and 

the two Metro officers and the three security managers started working their way 
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down the hallway, And I'm trying to explain to them how the room is set up and, urn, 

you Know, they asked for my keys ‘cause my keys are super Keys. They,.. 

MC; like, master keys? They open every room, 

SA: ...pretty much they'll let you in any room, So l was givin’ them my keys, urn, a couple 

other security Officers had came up; You know, we're tailin’ 'em stay hack. So then 

they started clearing the room, Now.., 

MC: The room meaning... 

SA: The rooms. .. 

MC: The rooms? Okay. 

SA: TO© rooms on the way down. But we didn’t hear. We just as soon as we got out of 

the elevator we heard maybe him emptying out one round or one full clip of ammo. 

MC: Mm*hm, :: .: ^^v;;; j..v'S-'.-. .-v,, \ ;v:,, .'.V 

SA: And then another clip of ammo and then it was dead silence. 

MC: That’s when you were at the elevator area? 

SA; Correct, Yeah, So as soon as we got up there... 

MC: Okay, 

SA: we heard about two full clips of-of.,. 
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SA: ...rounds going through and then it was dead silence as far as gUnfire from that room, 

Um, they - security started clearin' the rooms, you know, bringin’ people down. More 

Metro came up and by the time they were probably 54 of the way down the, um, down 

the hallway then SWAT - the SWAT team came up, they finished clearin'. We were 

helpin'direct the guests around down the 200 wing. 

MC: What - the officers that went up in the elevator with you were they - what were they 

wearing, like, the.,. 

SA; Ub/they were wearin’ the tan -thetan^ 

^L’-, v ^ f' .,rv 

SA: Yeah, 1 guess, 

MC; Not that green thing? Not like what the SWAT guys were wearing? 

SA: No-no-no. 1 , V v ;■.v- V V- 

MC: Okay, 

SA: No, The - from what they had said was that they were here because of a couple 

hookers. 

MC: Oh okay. They were on a... 

SA: Yeah, 

MC; They were oh another call? A different call, 

SA: Exactly. And then everything started cornin’ across the radio from what \ understand. 
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MC: And when you, um, first got off the elevator did you took down the hall by chance 

towards that room? 

MC: The suspect room well call it. 

SA: After my guys got around the corner yeah, I did took down the hall; 

MC: Did you see anything? 

SA: Just all shut doors. 

No - there was no people in the Hallway. No, I mean, everything was shut doors 

everything else, 

MC: ; Okay, And did you take any other action after theyTe back and you. you know, you 

check for injufiee did you take any other kinda action with locking ddofs downstairs or 

anything like that? 

SA: Um, I called, uh, I called my locksmith. We shut down the elevators that go to that 

floor just because we didn't wanh especially Metro,,. 

MC: ‘Cause... 

SA: ...didn’twantanybodycomin^upandbeingsurprising.^ 
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SA: ...anybody. So we shot all the elevators down in that center core* We did leave the 

service elevator still running. 

MC: Right 

SA; But we had a guy - one another engineer stationed down there and a security 

officer. So we were trying to funnel all the guests down to that elevator. 

MC: Right 

SA; To get them oui of harm's way. 

SA; I was on the i$2nd floor the whole time. 

MC; When SWAT did their thing and all that stuff, 

SA; When they blew the door open and everything, yeah. 

MC: Do you remember, um, anything thatj^p uh, did 

what had happened? 

SA; Urn,^m^vas the one that was by the elevator. 

MC; Oh okay. So who was the security - who was the, um 

SA: Oh I'm sorry. My engineer, 

MC; Okay, yeah. 

have an engines 

ay anything to you about 

SA: I’m sorry. 

MC; Um... 
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MG: Right after? Okay. And do you remem- did he tell you - if you remember - that if 

around: 

SA: Guest wise? 

MC; Yeah, 

SA; They didn't say anything. 

MC: Nor any* you know, non*employee or non-Metro. 

SA; Welti ’from what 
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SA: Yes* 

(VIC; Did you see any - if you remember - any guests with firearms or anything like that? 

$A; I didn't see any gue- I saw a lotta guests none with firearms. None that were 

noticeable. 

MC; Okay * okay* Urrv fdo you have any questions? 

AE: Yeah, A couple* I can't talk and type very welL Urn, so when you come up the core 

elevator bank you - you know where the center where the table is.*. 

AE: ...in the center be- like, between ai! the wings. 

SA: Mm-hm. 

AE: Is that where you initially - do you go in there and you seetffSBI end tt/0or 

.... 

SA: Yeah* 

AE: I mean, I know that area really well. 

SA: So the - so the elevators, ybu know* they're face to face; 

AE: Right. 

SA; Urn, they got the real long, i mean, narrow long corridor. ? 
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SA: And as soon as you come outts there that's when you’re: in that separate - that 

common area. 

AE: Right, exactly. And you turn to the right or tp the left? 

SA: As soon as 1 walked through where those - those fird doors or two doors would he 

that’s when! fdame around the corner. 

AE: Okay, 

SA: So I had barely gotten out of the elevator core into the center core. 

AE: But youYe in that center where thattabie. is? . ; 

SA: 1 Yes-yes. 

AE: And then you see 

SA: Yes-yes. 

coming towards you? 

AiE: ■ And what do they say? ': 

SA; pm* somebody’s phootin’ down the hallway, 

AE: Okay; 

MC: Hey when the - the elevators i think you said opened oh 31? 

SA: Mm-hm. 

MC: Did any of the cops leave or they all - they stayed? 

SA: Ub, they walked out and then turned back around and came back in. 
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SA: Yeah. 

AE: So there’s, like, no... 

SA; Unless there’s - unless there’s time stamped radio recordings. 

AE; Yeah. 

SA; Then it wouldn't,, 

AE: Okay. 

SA: ...it wouldn't show up> 

leading to stairwell door has got L sharp brackets; so you can’t use door. Please 

check out. So this would have been you telling after the fact whatfHB says 

to you? ' 

SA:; Right; Yeah; Tight :T‘ 

AE; Okay. That makes sense to me; Coot That’s alii have: 

MC: Good? 

AE: Yeah. 

MC: Uh,flMNI is there anything else we haven't gun over - gone over or you've talked 

about that might help our investigation? 

$A; Urn, you know* l was up there the whole time, urn, l saw them clearin' the rooms 

gettin1 everybody out, Never once did somebody come outta that room or that - the 
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35 or the 34 room that - the adjoiner, umt never saw. And we were kinds lookin' 

down the hallway,.; 

MC: Right 

SA: ...every once in a while because it got quiet. 

MC: Right 

SA: And we didn't know really what was goin1 on. Um, I mean, up until they blew the dbdr 

off and everything else I was up there the whole time. 

AE: And you know guns? I mean, it sounds like you know guns pretty well. 

SA: I used to -1 was an FFl dealer, yeah. 

AE: Okay. ■ 

' SA; • i sho-1 sold guns. / ",v '''V; • 

AE: So you said you hear one clip and then you hear ahother dip. Do you hear any other 

what might sound like anything other than a fully auto? 

SA: Like a single shot? 

AE: Yeah. 

SA: I did not hear that 

AE: Okay. 

SA: Um, whether that was, I mean, I just I know what was said. 
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AE: Right. 

SA: Whether it happened then or when the door was blown off I don't Know for sure. 

MC: Just, urn, the shots you heard did it sound like they were overlapping, like, you know, 

you heard two - two clips? 1 know -1 know it’s,,* 

$A; It * I'm * I’m familiar with - with semi auto, full auto, bump fire, I'm familiar with alt that* 

if that guy had bump fire it was - he was good* Because Tve messed with ’em 

before. 

SA: You know, and I'm nowhere near that efficient, I mean, it sounded (ike a full auto 

that.. 

MC; What do you... 

SA: . ,.;it just got. a: r a little bit of a pause maybe a cpupla seconds and then it started 

again. So it was - it almost woulda felt like it woulda, I mean, from one clip you can 

tell how many - quick on the reloading the second^ 

MC: On the reloading? 

MC: Right; Okay. But it was obviously - well not obviously but it appeared to be, uh, like, 

two separate clips? 

SA: From what I - what I heard,.. 
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MC; You Know, (ike, there was at least a pause? : 

SA: Yeah. 

MC; It wasn’t like one took over from the next kinda thing? 

SA; Oh right Yeah, it was there was a little - there was some kind of a pause, 

MC; There was a little bit of a pause? 

SA; Yeah. 

MC: Okay. All right appreciate your time. Operator, same people present, it 

Yi1.I,' ,.-.v |:-| \ .1 |J i ,1. I I.'J V'|^ l-i,1.'1 , Ji Ii'vr'1 \ iL"r *• Mil'Il’M'his' -'i- . ” p'/Jn J-1'1 'iVs.t'.' i. '] r J\ jif""--J ■■ Mi'-JiVvi1 ,fc,L- j-r1’ i'L Ji,1 I- I- I|jlr|,..i. I''is i '|1 -■ 11'| j, '■ , tr,i V 'j .liftpi.il'll,'I r. |“ i’.ViT 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT MANDALAY BAY RESORT 
AND CASINO, 3980 S. LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD, LAS VEOAS, NV 8911$, ON THE 7th 
DAY OF OCTOBER 2017 AT 1126 HOURS. 

MC: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 

REVIEWED BY P. QUINTEROS P #9055 ON I0/10/17 
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0ATE OCCURRED; 1(L0:M7 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 

TIME OCCURRED: 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

CLARK COUNTY 

RACE: 

HEIGHT; 

SOCIAL SECURITY#: 

WEIGHT: 

WORK ADDRESS: 
PHONE 2; 

■^.Ke" To!le*wfn0■:^T®,■;■th:^Hra>1«ieS^ip!i:rclh■, ■■bY via^-^iy^tfeco'ihd^^VvfniiefrvJ^^viDrondaSied V,I5,Y'■■ 
DETECTIVE B. HOPSON (SH), P# 9034, LVMPD FORCE INVESTIGATION 
TEAM; on 1Q-10-J_?. al_iia23 hours, Also present is MGM 

Operator, this is Detective Bceck Hodson P# 9034 of the Las Vegas Metropolitan 

Police Department, Force Investigation Team, conducting a taped statement 

reference event 171001-3519, Taped statements gonna be conducted on October 

10, 2017, at approximately 0923 hours. Conducting a taped statement with 

date of birth The interview's gonna pe conducted inside 

the Vdara Hotel located at 2600 West Harmon las Vegas, Nevada 89158, Also 

present for the interview is ah, MGM, ah, 
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Below is a summary of, ah, also who else, ah, should be involved on 

erview would be FBI Agent Garrett McCamey, who's unable to attend. Ah, Mr. 

ah, just, i know we just discussed this prior to the recording, but, ah, can you 

BH: Okay and you're currently employed where? 

BB: At Mandalay Bay, 

.., ;Qka^and;ypur^i 

BB: Ah, ■ 

BH: Okay. Ah, were you currently working on October 1, ah, 2017? 

BB: Ah, 3:00 to 11:00 pm. 

BH: Okay and, ah, during the course of that shift, ah; what were your duties for the day? 

BB: Unrvmy position was actually, ah, on the hot sauce position, as a security dispatcher 

Urn, you want me to elaborate on hot sauce? 

BH: Ab-absolutely that'd be great if you could, * 

BB: So, hot sauce is a system that comes up on the commute1* *f a door is ajar from a 

hotel guest room, Um, some officers actually call the guest to notify 'em this is 
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security dispatch, you know, just went to let you know your doors ajar, mf can you 

pleas© check it A lot of times the latch doesn’t click, you canl push on it if no one 

actually answers the call then we will send an officer to respond to that room to make 

sure that the door is secured, 

BH; Okay. And, ah, did you have, ah, any of those calls that night? 

BB: Yes, a lot, , 

BH: Okay: Um, and specifically how long, what’s the time frame on when the door Is left 

ajar Till your dispatch center is notified? 

BB; Um, Tm not really sure, because i’ve been told Various things- Um, i don’t know 

actually the - the time line when the doors ajar to when it actually pops up on our 

system. ’Cause that’s internal, I wouldn’t know that information; 

BH: Okay, so unknown on- on usually how long whether it’s... 

' BB: Yeah. : ■ ' , . 

BH: . Just a few seconds or if it’s past several minutes, 

BB: Yeah, I’ve - iVe heard ranging from five minutes to up tb an hour* you know, but I 

mean thafs - that’s what I've been told. 

BH: Okay. And typically on those so, if, ah, if the guest doesn’t answer the phone, um, 

and you send an “ an officer up, is that Officer armed or unarmed? 

BB: Ah, mostly it’s the hotel units. So, they’re gonna be unarmed off- officers. 
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BH: Okay. And so you send those units up and then typically what do they do, ah, upon 

going up there to investigate that? 

BB: Ah, depending on the door, if the door has, urn, I guess the night latch out they'll 

usually knock on it, announce their selves that they are security, urn, if someone 

comes, they’ll ju^t let ’em know hey, just wanna make sure you know your doors ajar. 

Urn, if not then usually they just pull on the door, ah/ make sure that it clicks, a lot of 

times you can hear the clicking sound, 

BH: Okay. And then what do they do from there, like how does - how does the, is there, 

BB: Urn, well, all - ail shifts kinda do it differently, on - on swing shift we actually ask the 

officers, urn, to give us a update on each door. 

BHr;:-0ka^ ."V-V-...y-A-i.""p-'.-v 

BB: I know on other shifts they’ll just say, you know, it's taken care of. All - all the rooms 

are secured or whether lTm done, give me the next batch of hot sauce. I know 

graveyard does that a lot. Ah, for swing Shift we actually ask the officers if the 

security officer closed it, if the door was already locked or closed or if the guest 

closed it or the guest wants it open. 

BH: Okay, Um, so on - on the night of the 1st, um, my understanding is - i 

ras sent up to do, um, several hot sauce checks? 
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is that correct? 

BB; Correct, , 

BH: Okay, was ho dispatched to those through you or was be dispatched by another 

person? 

BB: Um, to my recollection, so I - i get a log entry ready with the hot sauce rooms and 

then I believe fm the one that sent it out over the radio saying for him to call us, ah, 

to 1021 dispatch pretty much to retrieve those, 'cause it was multiple rooms, so 

Wji1 \ iji! 1 y i i,fjf > i" f -J-l 

Okay. YOU recall doing that with him? 

BB: Um, I don't believe I actually gave him when he called, urn, those hot sauce rooms. I 

BB; I did the log entry, the initial one; 

BH: So, you took care of the* the log entry? 

BB; Yeah and then I told him to call dispatch, 

BH: Okay, And do you recall what time, ah, specifically, ah, on the 32nd floor, room 129? 

Do you remember that dispatch? 

BB: Ah, as in the log entry? 
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As far as when * when the alarm is generated and then whatever you did with your 

log entry. 

88: Um, like with the rooms, they're just numbers, 

BH: Mm-hm. 

BE: Like when I'm going through hot sauce, urn, I don’t really like look at the actual 

rooms, because they're just flowing in, Um, I know, 'cause I -1 guess I recalled three 

days after the fact that I was the guy that sent him there,: So, 1 did pull up the log 

. . entry h? review ijt I guess just to make sure that t actually was the one that created it I 

BH; ; Okay. 

BB: Urn, so looking at the log entry, I - i recall it from the time period so what idid was the 

last officer that comes back to lunch is usually 9:3Q. 

BH: Okay. 

BB: So, I believe I made so* what i go through is pretty much getting, most of the time 

there’s three officers in Mandalay Bay tower, there's two officers in Delano. 

BH: Okay, 

BB; So; Delano the top fiber is the last one to get back from lunch. So, I think it was like 

approximately 9:15 ish or so I started creating log entries, um, just getting those 

ready for all the officers. 
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And so a lot of officers they actually clear Out the hot sauce around 9:30 or 10:00, 

because 10:00 is kind of the shift changd. 

BH: Okay. 

BB; Um, a lot of officers actually just clear it out, you know, not even send 'em out. Um, 

I’m actually one of the few that - that I guess do the last run around ne-1 try to do it 

like around 10 o'clock or so. Go, when the 'next' shift gets ori they don't have the 

whole list that they're getting too, So, I was creating all those and I was waiting for 

the last officer to get back from lunch. So, what I do is I guess habit, OCD, whatever 

button S0i it time stamps it now whenever I send that calls out dr I 9a!! on the radio for 

them to call. 

BH: Okay, 

BB; 'Cause we all have a, they all have a pipe run of a Protrack, So for them to try to 

keep that I guess in sync for management i guess I just get in the habit of doing that. 

So, usually before when 1 do that 1 go through all the entries and get time now, 

BH: Okay, $9, you create a time stamp essentially when that's and that’s for the 

dispatch, right that's for them to go check it? 

BB: Correct. That well, when 1 send out the call for tfv that officer to call down to 

dispatch. 
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BB: So, i went back in, hit now and then it created a: new time stamp, I’m not sure of what 

time that was, I know it was later, because it was - it was after 9:30 waiting for the 

officer to cali back so that I do is I ask' for one tower to pail; so it was three people 

calling at one time and then two people calling, urn, so we’re not inundated with a 

whole bunch of calls at once. 

BM: Okay, And so on that night do you - do you know approximately within that time 

frame how many rooms as sent to go check for hot sauce? 

BH: Okay, And so, um, so he - he's sent out to check those. Now, when you send them 

on those do you close, do you wait for him to report back on each individual room 

before you close those out, or do you guys just close them once you know that you 

sent the officer up '*■ up the tower; How does that normally work? 

BB; No, we - we actually get, um, we have them go do all those rooms at once, because 

then initially they’re off the pipe, they don't have the pipe buttons because they’re 

actually doing a job functiorv 

■BH: Qkay. Il!!!lil 

BB; Um, so once they're completed, all those rooms then they call back and let us know 

what the results were on those rooms. 
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BH: Okay, And, then do you - do you dnter some type of - of like status or; ah, synopsis 

of what? 

BB: Yeah, mo- most officers do on syvinQ shift; um, it's either i believe abbreviation SEC 

for security, so security closed that door, the door was already closed, we put closed, 

um, Quest wants open; so GWQ, Or housekeeping I think is HSK or something like 

BH: Okay, Um, so do you - do you know approximately What time 

been on the 32nd floor to check that door? 

ay have 

officers depending where they’re at, they’ll jump around, um, how we give them the 

numbers, just depending on the officer and where they’re at on the floors. 

BH: Okay. Um, and so based off of kind pf the knowledge you’ve probably gained from,, 

ah, you know, hearing things on the media and maybe talking with1 

individually, do - do you know the time frame that he’d gone up on the floor, 

approximately? 

BB: Um, well, looking at the - the log entry when it was closed, ‘cause we also Have a - a 

- a time stamp when ifs closed. 
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BB; Correct. 

BH; It was closed out 

BB: Correct, 

BH: And it states in there that security officer checked the door and it was closed* Urn, so 

what we1 re trying to line up is - is - is time frame stuff, $0 per this document, ah, arid 

is that your entry is that - & that normally how you enter stuff, is that with? 

BB: Ah, this is would be my log in, urn, that appears on the hot sauce system* 

Bii:;; 0|cay; and so does - :dpes: the highlight 1 

would, may have entered on the entry? 

BB; Ah, that information is actually pregenerated through hot sauce. 

BH: Okay. , " 

BBi SdV I-"I 'did-tH§ "b'rfe'^ above7'TliSt^,:Wy;h',a<^'areii^ :so;"fttie'■ !6'n©'"abdvei 

highlighted at 1 guess 9:18 pm, 

BH: Uh-huti, 

BB: Says security secured or SEC - SEC closed door, urn, so what I do is there's - there*s 

different drop downs* 

BH: Mm-hm. 

BB: So, either if i called the room, guest is there, I usually just put guest closed the door 

because they were aware of it* Ah, guest wants open, I put that, housekeeping l put 
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that, when I actually dispatch hot sauce out and i'm givihg it to an Officer then I dear 

it out just over ail that security’s securing the door, because we are sending an officer 

up there for that, ah, pretty much for him to check. 

BH: Okay, 

BB: So, either way security's gonna gC check that room, 

BH; So, this would be so, then based off of this time framing here, does this sound 

familiar to you the time that you would have given him however many number of 

dispatches to through hot sauce to go check rooms? 

BE: Ah, no, urn, so when hot saUce going up we pretty much have a time frame of i guess 

at an hour, ah, he notifies - notifies some assistant managers depending on how their 

phone is set up with hot sauce, if it hits two hours then it hits all the assistant 

managers, if it’s three, then it’s the higher ups that actually receive an email saying 

hey, there’s been a door ajar for approximately three hours. So, usually on the hour 

mark, I iike to Rt least clear out, urn, rhy board. 

BH: Mnvhm. 

BB: And I guess 1 don’t wanna say stack, but, you know, pretty much make log entries 

with the numbers in ’em and then if them’s any more of that come up within that time 

frame I add ’em in and then at a later time I Send ’em but* 

BH; Okay. $o, when do you think so what Pm - what I’m trying to nail down here is 1 know 

~ I know thaMB is on the floor at approximately say, 2200. So, IQo’clock. 
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BB: Mm, 

BH: And that, ah, in that within that few minutes time frame we know he goes to check 

129, And then we also know that during the course of - of that next few minutes 

there while he's checking that door, he hears some suspicious sounds coming from 

the end room, he makes a phone call and then hejs ultimately shot at by the suspect 

Does that - that sound correct? 

BB; Ah, yes. 

BH: Okay, So, what we’re trying to figure out is - is just in it's, ah, don’t get me wrong, no 

BB: No, I understand. 

BH: Okay, we’re just trying to create a time line. 

$&: yfp&h /'N ■ "' '■'." '■/, .. ■ f, ' i:/'- {\yy' ■;. / / ..O'''' 

BH; Of when - when he would a been dispatched to go up through the towers and to 

when do we think he was on the floor and then did he - did he respond back through 

dispatch, say hey do you recall if he called back down and said hey, rm> I’m at the 

room, IVe closed the door, urn, and then What - what he may have said from that 

point on? 

BB: Um, I know the, that in the I Track entry, 
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BB: l know there's a time where I time stamped it That’s not the 9:18, I believe like 

around that time is when I created the initial log, so every time you create a new log, 

it's with the time stamp of the creation of that log. 

BH: Okay, 

BB: And then up above, ( did a time stamp of like time now. And that's when I had him 

1021 or call dispatch, 

BH: Okay. 

. 

BH: And when do you think that - that actual time was? 

BB: Urn, I... 

BH: To the best of your knowledge. 

BB: .:;yeah I know it was after 9:30^ um, 9:35 or So, dr approximately around then. 

BH: Okay, So - so - so - so, basically from 9:3$ on 'till the time he‘s shot he*s - he’s out 

checking, 

BB: Correct, he’s doing... 

BH: Multiple doors. 

BB: ...yeah, multiple doors. 
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BH: Okay, Okay, Um, and so when he - so when be goes up there, had he - had he 

been radioing back on each doorthat he was checking as he was going through his 

BB: No, he - he did the whole list and then he actually called. So, when there's that many 

hot sauce, we tell the officers don't tie - tie up radio traffic, ah, just to use the phone, 

BH: Okay. 

BB: So, vtfien he was completed ail those rpoms he called down apd I believe he spoke 

BH: ■'' Okay, so that’s the dispatcher he spoke with? v ::,';i 1 

BB: Correct. 

BH: Okay, for... 

AE; On the .house phone? .■'■, ^.r': i,:',,.' 

BB: Um, iJm not sure of, it’s gonna be a house phone, yes, or he,., 

AE: But, ah, the one in the stairwell? 

BB: ...he-hecould a Used his cell phone, 

BB: Um, some officers use their cell phone, some use the house phone, pm, I’m not sure 

on how he contacted dispatch at that time. 
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Okay, so when - when this entry’s created, is it t is it considered closed put at this 

point? tike, essentially that 

BB: In the hot sauce system, yes. 

BH: Okay: So, essentially - essentially clpsed out, um, because standard operating 

procedure at this point is? 

BB: We’ve - we've never had one for hot Sauce. 

BH: So, room - rooms closed, security guards gone, so normally we don’t - we don’t have 

.. 

BB: Yeah:.' ‘ 

BH; Norpnally it’s just closed. 

BB: Yeah, either he’s checking it. 

BH:Ahdthew ©omethingelsedutof^ 

updated later on? How does that typically work? 

BB; Um, usually it’s like I said, when - when lfm doing hot sauce, if the officer is beihg 

called on those rooms, then I automatically just do the drop down saying that security 

secured the door. 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Because I know that officers are going up there to check that doon And then in the 

log entries then it’s updated with what the door was actually done. 
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BH: Okay, 

BB: Urn, i don't Know a lot of people that actually go baoK into the system to update those 

numbers, because once you put this information in, either if it's hpus©Keepihg> 

security, urn, etcetera, um, then you have to do another drop down where you 

complete that room. So, then once that's completed then it's, l don't Know the 

system that well, so it’s - it’s difficult to go back in to try to actually find that room to 

Update it with whatever the officer said when he called back, 

BH; Oh, okpy. So, this is kinds, this is par for the course usually I mean it's- it's - it's we - 

check those rooms and then he’s gonna radio down when it's all said and done; But 

essentially for - for the system purposes it - it’s handled. 

BB: That’s standard, yes. 

BH: Okay, ali right Um, so were - were you privy to any radio traffic or did you hear the 

radio traffic from - frdnT^pjj^when he radioed down that - that there was a 

problem up there, or when he made the phone call, do you know what * what the 

context Of the call was he was hearing, or? 

BB; Um, I believe he cdlled^J^st to clear out his hot sauce, 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Um, then I don’t recall, ah, any radio traffic and, you know, our radios are horrible, ah, 

it could a, been static. Um, but i don’t 'cause I -1 would a picked up on if he said 
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shots fired or something like that, you know, its working there you know for the 

length l have, you know, it's one of those things you you’re gonna notice, Urn, I 

Oelieve I was on the phone and was sitting catty corner 

BH: Okay. 

BB; So, he's in the ^ont,^BHMRMMpn front of me, ah, on fach one so he had, his 

main job is the, be the fach, or the main radio. 

.BH: . pkay. :' 

■BB:",;" 'Xh,1 .':,■f'■^.,■■■, ■:■"■ '■ :■■;■"■':"? v-, .:y-.r■-7;."--...: 

BH: And what - what’s the name of that? 

BB: Ah,J 

bh: :vv^kays.v.:,::;^ ,.. r 

BB: And then I have a radio, ah, right behinp him so rm his beck up. 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Urn* too so if he's on the phone pr doing Something then I cover him for the radio 

traffic and then the guy in the back also covers the south convention center and 

they're on a separate channel. 
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BH: SO.; 

ay, 'What do you BB: When - when I was on the phone l remember hearing 

mean you're shot?" 

BH: Okay, 

SB: And then he said, you’re, and then i remember he said, -You’re bleeding?” And then 

he’s 1 -1 think he said, like something lifce/Are'you serious right now?” And then at 

that time is when he looked over atflB and told him what the call was that, urn; 

;as shot or hit by a BB or pellet gun, um, that he was on the 32nd flopr and 

v- • '|oft Infbn^d^ -ihe^’s^high;:- 

priority call like heart attack, you know, somebody getting shot or something that, a 

high priority call, we usually don’t make the log entries right away* 

BH: Mrn-hm. 

BB: Because we’re just trying to get that information dispatched out to get, you know, 

units responding. And then we’ll go back and breate the log entry, um, With the 

information. 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Um, and then I remember^J saying, um, you know, "Armed officers only." You 

know, he put that over the radio, "Armed officers only please respond to this floor.” 

Um, for a possible shot from a BB or pellet gun, 
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BH: Okay; Urn, $g that happens, does anyone from your section make a call into 911 at 

this point? ' 

BB: That would, not at that point 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Um, 1 did call 911 price we were, ( guess On the floor when wo had managers and 

officers oh the floor and it was confirmed that it was a active shooter, 

BH; Okay; 

because I -1 just didn’t wanna call dispatch, 911 dispatch without, you Know, actual 

information to give them. Instead of, you know, it’s on the 32nd floor in 100 wing. 

So. I’m yelling at the guys, you know, get a room number; So then that’s when the 

32135 came out and it was said multiply times in the room just to confirm that room 

; number. 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Um, in that process i remoter receiving or hearing other people receiving calls, I 

received a call that there was a possible active shooter across the street at the 

fairgrounds. 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Um, I told the caller, 'Um, thank you for the information do you have any more 

information, um, you know, we’re - we’re aware of the situation.” 
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BH: And that was from a-an employee or that was from? 

BB: Um, I - rm not sura. It was just someone called I answered the phone. 

BB: Ah, well from dispatch phone, someone called into dispatch, 

BH: Okay. 

BB: So, I just happened to pick up that phone, I don't know who it was, um. 

o - to Metro dispatch? 

BH; Okay. 

BB: This is the time frame where, ah, managed and armed officers were responding'to 

^.. 

BH: Okay, so they're on their way up. 

BB: So, they’re on their way up and... 

BH: You're getting phOne calls that there’s a problem across the street 

BB: ,h.yep. Um, so I grab the camera; um, try to see if I can see like any, um, flashes, like 

muzzle flashes or anything. Um, and then I see multiple, um, officers, you know, 

when Fm moving the camera around. 
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BB: And so once, you Know, the lights hit the cameras it‘s hard to see anything. So, I 

kinda let go, then I believe someone stated that the bellman, urn. called in the bell 

desk stating th^t there was glass falling. 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Urn, and then once I got received the number that managers on the floor then that’s 

when IcalledSII, I told everyone that 1 was calling 911 , so no one else did, Urn, we 

had already called AMR at that time. 

vRRt1 'F'h'r1 tho Affiftar " harm ica taua ' Vnaijii hiai'■1 ' Mm ■ 1 I'-f-fc <5+''' ur<»e *»+ fha ■ BB: For the officer, because we knew he was bleeding. Um, so that was at the same 

time that managers and armed officers were going up. So, we placed that call to 

AMR around that time, ‘cause we knew he was bleeding. 

BH: Okay. That was a direct call to AMR or that was just through like Metro Dispatch pr? 

BB: No, that was a direct call, we have a - a hot line in there that goes straight to GCFO 

dispatch. 

BH: Okay. Okay. Urn, let’s see here, so what do you think in your own mind like I know 

it’s hard - it’s hard to gauge sometimes, but what do you think the timeframe was 

from the time that - that - that s radioing down that he's been shot to the 

actual time that Wa get a call out to Metro Dispatch? 

BB: I -1 couldn't even tell you, 'cause the adrenaline was running so fast. Um, I know I 

had to stay on hold it did do the loop several times, um, to get through to 911. Urn, 
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so I was just waiting; 'cause it > it looped a couple times through the automated, you 

know, the - the Spanish and the - the English, going back and forth. Saying, please 

hold for the next dispatcher, urn, lfd say probably a few minutes. 

BH: So, somewhere from. 

BB: I mean it seems like, you know, longer than that but you know. 

BH: Yeah, probably seemed like an eternity I’m sure. 

BH: So, what do V what do you think in reality maybe two to two to five minutes, do you 

think longer than that? 

BB: Yeah, approximately two to five minutes. 

BH: Okay, air right. Uni, okay, air right SO Just to recap What we got. So you - you - you 

run to the hot sauce system you get - get multiple, ah; hits for - for different rooms. 

Um, you're trying to close those out before the shift change before 10 o’clock; 

is - is dispatched on five to six of these events, ah, which is typical operating 

procedure on this. He goes up, he’s checking several rooms obviously the last one 

we know that he checks is gonna be 32129, Um, he makes the phone call 

flyout of your office to inform her that hey, I’ve got the door dosed, Um, and 

then whatever else be reports to her at that point Do you know - do ybu know if he 

reported anything else suspicious? 
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BB: Ah, not - not at that time. 

BH: Okay. And then so somewhere within those I -1 don’t Know if it’s a few minutes or 

less then he’s - he's reporting and he’s struck by gun fire. 

BB: Correct. 

BH: Urn, so you're aware of that information, you’re sending armed units up to the floor to 

check that, ah/at this point we’re thinking only a pellet gun or a BB gun, wound at 

this time* 0m? yqu guys make the call to AMR and is that based off the fact that this 

time you guys are only thinking it’s just - it’s just a air soft or it’s a pellet gun type, 

1§8' ^Yeah^we"- we kneWKe Sated that 'lie' ' 

to officers are on scene, urn, to evaluate the situation, put since it was one of our 

officers, urn, we went ahead and called AMR, because he stated he Was bleeding at 

that time, 

BH: Okay; 

BB: And he was struck by a BB or pellet gun. So, we knew it was I guess more of a time 

sensitize call, 

BH: Okay, 

BB: So, we went ahead and just made tfrat call ourselves and dispatched to roll AMR, 

BH; And then once so once armed officers arrived on scene we're starting to get more 
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.this is active it's an actual active shooter not - not just a random pellet gun. 

B8: Correct. I believe it was, urn, urn; that bid the dispatch, At that time it 

was pretty much a given that we were on emergency traffic. 

BH: Okay. 

BB; Um, 1033 traffic, urn, that we call it. So, the radios were very silent 

BH; Okay! 

BB: Urn, he came up and pretty much said, you know, we, you know, "Break - break we 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Um, and then I remember when I was on the phone With Metro Dispatch, urn, 

actually when he called in that there's an active shooter you could actually hear the 

■ ':i -the sounds of like,a machine gun or something,.■ .•' i■'/;,/. 

BH: Okay, so you could actually hear the gunfire? 

BB: Hear it yeah. 

BH: Okay. 

BB: You could hear it on the phone so, we all knew that it was - it was feaf, 

BH: Okay. 

BB: Um, we could hear that over the radio when he said, you know, "Break - break there’s 

a active shooter, ah, rapid fire - rapid fire/’ Um, and then when i was on the phone 
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with Metro Dispatch they asked me, uni, is he still firing? So, l did a break to 

nd to ask him, you know, is there is the person still firing? And he 

said, "Negative; there's been - been about a, ten to thirty second, urn, delay or no - 

no shots fired at that time.” 

BH; Okay. And then did they ever report again they heard shots starting again or? 

BB: NO, i don't believe so. 

BH: Okay, Okay, perfect, Um. 

.X “ •' ''' " . "" '' ' ' ' 

AE: If I can. So, when calls, is he calling on his cell phone or is he on the radio 

AE; Do you know? 

BB: When; 

AE; When he's been shot in the leg? 

BB: Oh, when - when he was shot? 

a£: Yeah, do you know how he calls toT 

BB: Yeah, he - he called, because l believe I Was told that he tried to transmit. 
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BB: But, we - vye heard nothing over the radio* 

AE: So, he calls on his cell phone? 

BB: He called on his ceil phone and then that's when, ah? 

AE: Okay, 

took that call. 

BB: And then that’s when I heard him say, “What do you mean you’re shot?" And you* 

bleeding. 

BH: So he, so, from what you know tried, he tried to get over the radio. 

BH: Couldn't - couldn’t get it out. 

BB: Correct, ■ ^ 

BH: Makes the phone call on his cell phone, okay. 

AE: Have you seen his cell phone, do you know what time that was? 

BB: No: 

AE: Okay. And does he call, he calls the main 77. 

BB: 989 number, some one of those numbers. 

AE: Okay, 

BB: Yeah - yeah, he since he's a officer all of us have, you know; 
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BB: ...speed dispatch phone. 

AE: On your speed dial, right, 

BB; Yeah - yeah. 

AE: Okay. 

BH; is there anything else you think that's, ah, that you can recall or that 

might he vital to - to this investigation, from, ah, from your aspects? 

BB: Um, it's I mean just to finish it off, it's when i called, finally got a hold of Metro 

contact, please do not hafig up this phone,* Urn, and then so I stayed on the phone 

relaying the information that I - I knew, It wasn’t much, because the person was in 

the room so, they’re asking how many shooters, you know, how many people, I said 

unknown - unknown.: Um, and then I don’t know how long it was, they, first response 

I guess active shooter team is running down the hail then i see them on camera, 

banking on our dobr and then they come in and then I see whatever officer had the - 

the most stripes, so 1 knew he was in charge so I -1 asked him, "What do you guys 

know of right now?" And he said, We're blind. We don’t know anything, our radios 

don't work down here/’ And then that’s when 1 said, Would you like to speak to your 

dispatch?" And he said, “911?" I said, "Yes/’ So, I handed him the phone at that 

point then that's when, um, he took over the 911 dispatch call. 

BH: Qkay and were you able to inform them at that time that you guys - you guys believed 

the shooter was on the 32nd floor or when did that information get passed to them? 
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Um, I gave that information immediately when I spoke to, ah, Metro Dispatch. They 

said, I said, tfvye have confirmation that it is coming from this room/' 

BH: Okay. 

BB; Um, and One of our officers has been hit 

BH: Okay. And then, ah, from that so what hap- transpires as that two shooter team 

takes the phone call? 

BB: So, he - he takes the phone call, he identifies himself, his F#, urn, his name, urn, and 

then he’s actually kinda in front of me, so I don’t know vyhats .going on, we have there 

l think there wds a teahi about five or so, urn^ tactical gear-you know', corhing in 

they’re I know they’re adrenaline was running: I told them to calm down, because I 

kn- when they came in they seemed like they were getting ready to kick down a door. 

You know, I know their adrenaline was hot and all that and, you know, it’s like we still 

have a job to do in that room, so I told them no one in here, 

calm down, Like, what do you guys know?*' Urn, i don't know what transpires with 

the communications between him and dispatch, 'cause he was in front of me. And at 

that point l kinda felt useless, because my main job in there is answering phones and 

he has my main line, 

BH: Yeah. 

BB: So, phone calls of course are just pouring in, I've never seen all the phone fines lit 

up like that ever. Being down there, 'cause ,\t was every single one, I don't know how 

many (ike 15 lines we have or so or 10 to i 5 lines. And they never go on hold. If - if 
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we can't get to the call then it will bounce to another number that'a in dispatch. And 

all those lines were lit up, 

BH: Okay, urn, so after he takes the phone call they - they leave the room at some point 

BB; No, that team I believe stayed down there for the rest of the night. Or for most of the 

night Urn Just relaying information that we were getting in. 

BH; Okay. Okay. $0 they acted as communications basically, okay, Okay, And so, at 

what point are you relieved or do you go home after - after the incident? 

bI; I actually clocked out around 8 o’cibck in the morning Uni; i edited my manager he, 

um, he wanted me to leave at 7:45 - an FBI Agent, ah, wanted me to do, pull video 

coverage. 

BH;;;.vokay:;v:,;' -J , jj/;/ ; 

BB; And so I knew the Vehicle I was looking for, um, the information, I guess I was looking 

for at that time. Day shift was coming in to relieve us, um, i contact©*? him and told 

him that I need to finish off at least the time frames to pull - pull the video coverage, 

because i know what I'm looking for, i don’t wanna pass it off to another officer that's 

just coming in blind. So, he wasn't too happy with that, I said, 1 can pass you to the 

FBI Agent next to me,” He said, “It's fine, how many tirnes, how much longer do you 

need?" I was like, 1 need about 15 minutes.” So, I finished off the time periods, um, 

so he could pull the video coverage for the time spans of multiple, ah, cameras and 

locations, Um, so around 8 o'clock I call him back saying, “Hey clock me out, I'm 
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going home." Um, I would say maybe a few minutes later, Fm still in the room and 

the seme FBI Agent gomes in and just point# at me, and said, “Hey you're with me, 

let's go" So, at that time I was with, I believe it's Assistant Manage 

Um, so him and 1, ah, FBI Agent and I believe Metro officer we escorted them down 

to the bell desk, because I informed 'em that, um, the male and the vehicle that we 

were in question, um, used a bell card, there was a bellman and that they would have 

a manifest of how many bags, 'cause that's what they were looking for* 

BH: Okay, 

the night So, I guess because I did that, he came in add said, “Hey, let’s go/’ 

BH: Okay. 

BB: So, l actually left property around 8:30,8:45. 

* jMk ■ h 'ik hi11 i' i1' 41 * ' a- 1 a. 

BH: Okay. All right! you have anything else? 

AE: No, that’s it 

BH: Okay: Mr. VM^P anything else for anything further you can think of? 

BB: Not that I can think of. 

BH: Okay, perfect I appreciate your time. Operator, this is gonna be end of interview. 

Same persons present, it’s gonpa be at 1000 hours. 

tI^'vOLUNTARY 'STATEMENT' WAS COMPLETED AT VDARA HOTEL, 260Q WEST 
HARMON AVENUE, LAS VEGAS, NV 89158 ON THE 1QTH PAY OF OCTOBER 2017 AT 
1000 HOURS. 
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SPECIFIC CRIME; ACTIVE SI 

DATE OCCURRED; 10-01-17 

LOCAf ION OF OCCURRENCE; 

TIME OCCURRED: 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

CLARK COUNTY 

RACE: 

HEIGHT: 

HAIR; 

SOCIAL SECURITY ft 

WEIGHT; 

WORK ADDRESS: 
PHONE 2: 

The fo I i 0 w i n 0 13 T h # t r a s c jr i|> 11 on of a ^ p - rec? 6 ■: i iT t«r vi ^ w c o W ci U b 10 d by 
DETECTIVE B/ HODSON (BH), P# 9034 LVMPD FORCE INVESTIGATION 
TEAM, on 10-09-17, at 1541 hours. Also present are Federal Bureau of 
Investigation Spe^|y^gH^ffcCam©y (GM) and Mandalay Bay Resort and 

BH: Operator, this is Detective Brack Hodson, P# 9034, with the Las Vegas Metropolitan 

Police Department Force Investigation Team, Conducting a taped statement 

reference Event# 171001-3519. Currently conducted at the Mandalay Bay Hotel 

which is located at 3950 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89119! 

Along with me in the interview is Special Agent Gary McCamey, it’s M-C-C-A-M-E-Y. 
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sod 

AE: 

BH: that's right, I'm sorry. And, ah, this be a taped statement with 

pronounce your last name for me. 

Ah, it’s being conducted at approximately, let's go with 1641 hours. All right, 

how long have you worked here at Mandalay Bay? 

TB: Ah, almost 14 years. V;-,,.,." ; y,-..-..,'..,,,';.',, y.; ■ 

BH: Fourteen years, okay. And what section do you work in? 

TB: Surveillance and Security, 

BH: Okay and were you working on October 1,2017? 

. 

BH: Okay, Urn, did you hear about the events that had transpired on October 1,2017? 

BH: Okay and what - what were you made aware of When you came into work? 

TB: Um, that there was a shooting, 

BH: Mm-hm, 

TB: And it happened here at Mandalay Bay: 
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Okay, 

TO: At the time. That’s ail 1 know that I knew. 

BH: Okay. 

TO: But I slid listen - listen to the part of the news, that was about it, And then when 

came into work nothing really said about it Any much detail about it anyway, 

BH; Okay, And what day was it that you came back to work? 

TB: Ah, the 2nd, Which was Monday and that was, I finally got here around 9:00, 9;0Q-ish, 

BH: Okay, 

. 

TB: AM. ' 

BH: And when you came in what, ah - what were you tasked with doing for the day? 

TB: Um, the cameras. That was the first, my first priority was checking as far as if 

security could see any cameras^ So, my main concern was usually we have the roof 

cameras that are usually typically always to lose video. So, I proceeded to go check 

on the cameras in pur Pelco System and one of the roof cameras were out at the 

BH; Okay and whet - and describe to me what's the - what the Pelco System? 
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TB; The Peico System is what our analog cameras are on. So security has a Keyboard in 

front of their stations that they call up certain camera numbers that they Can view on 

their monitor, 

BH: Okay, 

TB: So, i took the initiative to see just to see if there was any out and there was and it 

happened to be one of the ones, ah, on the roof that i consider vital for our security to 

BH; Okay. . ... y-. . / 

rvi'S.!::;$£"'i!'?■ V'■&$,"(:i^1'^ £^! 

TB: And it happened to be out. 

BH: And, ah, which - so which end of the towers would that be bn? 

TB: Um, its faces the west So. 

TB: No, rm sorry, it faces the east Yeah, it fades the east which happened to be the 

front. So I wanted to make sure in case security needed some footage those 

cameras were up and running 

BH: Okay, So you - you fixed that camera then? 

BH: Okay and whatd you do after that? 
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Urn, came back down and checked the. I went through the list to see if there's any 

more of any other cameras is vital considering what happened. 

BH: Okay. 

TB: So. 

BH: And then, ah, so you worked On - you worked on the camera stuff for a while, And 

then, ah, what did you dp after that? 

TB: Urn* and then I Started, ah, forgot what else 1 did. We were - I was working on 

• actually some .stuff god, what was I working on those? Oh, I started: doing PVR 

checks as far as recording; .-"T:.■ ■ t' ■ ■i_J ■ :^.r 

BH; Okay. 

TB: And everything was up and running except one in - at our mail So. Yeah, I was 

t^epking :fhe Dty's, Siaciei aii-flriiiel. ictolicer^jOne, 

as far as recording went on all of the DVR’s. And, urn - and then after that. Wh- 

which is a pretty big list about 30 - about 60 DVR’s we have to check. Urn. 

BH; Okay, so it took a while. 

TB: Yeah. 

BH; Did at some point did you start working oh, ah, some time frames with reference the - 

the radio system? 
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TB; Yeah, um, I had just started looking at it to sea if there was any recording. And which 

would have been very helpful So l did on Monday. And hut didn't really, urn, look at 

it. I just see if there was any recording; So, and later on i did see if there was some 

for this incident. 

BH: Okay. 

TB; Bo, first I checked engineering's. So and there was a couple of the transmissions 

saying that the shooting happened and all that. 

BH; Okay. 

r _1 1 went - then we weh Then I went 

home. So that was, I think was -1 think I stayed ‘til - yeah, I stayed ’til 1:00; ‘Cause it 

was a short day anyway 'cause like 1 * I came in at 9:30 because the place was still 

locked down when I finally got in almost 9:00, So I end up going home at - by T 

:1 ■ d’didck. f'■/."'i", v;d ,J:'■'' :■ ?■'■' 

BH: Okay. 

TB: So, the next day, Wednesday, or 'no, Tuesday morning. Um, my normal routine, ah, 

check, make sure DVR’s are still online. In our Honeywell That was still on - to 

check online. And I fet^tyknow the day before about, um - that we might have 

some audio coverage. But I didn’t go through to check it thoroughly. 

((Crosstalk)) 
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TB: ■■is my supervisor. 

BH: ‘Kay. So you checked - you informed that you checked some audio? 

TB: Yeah. But didn't really go into an extensive check. 

BH: Okay. 

TB: Until Tuesday. 

BH: Okay. 

TB: So when I found some of the, ah, audio recording on tor engineering on Monday then 

I’ve never been able to re-actually record on a disk before because it was something 

that we just never did. It was just on the actual device itself. 

BH: Okay. 

TB: So; ;um, i got contacted by - well^|con- let me knowthad 'was interested 

in those recordings. So that’s when ! actually further started going into it to see if 

there was any more on the - ah, on the engineering side recording. So then I check - 

when i checked security that’s when 1 found the crucial stuff. So then I didn't know 

how to download it exactly onto a disk toaude what it does is it's a unit, it burns onto 
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TB: It's - it’s like two - like a redundant, ah, default in a way/ If s got the hard drive and 

then it records to a disk. But I've never actually printed onto a disk to give to like the 

investigators or so before. 

BH: Okay, 

TB: ?o. when f started checking, urn, I told Wl about that I said, Tve never actually 

burned it to a disk before/’ so and I tried to find a - the PDF files on how to do it; And 

then he let, ah^CHHHBknow. 1 had a tech call me. That we - he - he’s been here 

before to actually rebuild the system ’cause it crashed about a couple years ago. So 

a disk? Um, multiple segments/' And ’cause I tried like a couple segments first and 

it only play one Out of the eight. 

BH: Okay. 

TB: And so f was doing : obviously i was doing something wrong as far as - said, 

‘Til serid you the manual, read through the manual, if you still need help give me a 

call back HI help you with it,M So, that was around 8:00 like 8 o'clock or so that he 

called me ’cause - yeah, at 8:07 ‘cause he starts at 8 o’clock. SO, l - when I asked 

him that, all that and, um, be emailed me the PDF file. So, i read through the whole 

thing maybe - maybe 30, 40 minutes. And the part that I heeded the most, how to 

record it to the disk. So then l tested it with the - some of the segments that I’d - that 

1 loaded to the software. So there’s a session where you would retrieve it like to see - 
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to search or browse. So I did, I was tike, okay, so let me try this so once again 1 tried 

it and it didn't burn correctly it Only played ope out of the eight 

BH: ■ Okay. ■ 

TB: So, I kept doing it, kept doing it then, what the heck’s going on? Maybe 1 misread it 

so I learned - as I went On, um - as I weht - so then i finally got to do it what I wanted 

to do, It burned ail eight segments and it played it con- continually. So you wouldn't 

have to click on it again to play the next one 'cause When I finally did it would play 

just one continually - ah, it wo-it wouldn’t, I’m sorry/ So, hm, that’s not right 

TB: ’Cause he was telling me... 

BH; So you're talking about like each - each radio transmission? ; 

TB: Yeah, like the eight 1 did download it would, um, just play one and stop. So I would 

press play again. Then it would go to the next one. 

BH: Okay. 

TB: Then from what I read it would say that you can do it continually as one file so it just 

loops, like it just plays, it plays, it plays, so you don’t have to constantly, So l couldn’t 

figure that part out yet when I downloaded it So then when burned some more disks 

didn’t - didn’t work, 'Cause it was just playing the one. And then I figured it out. That 

l had to group it and then drag it over to my desktop too. Then copy it from my 

desktop. So then it played continually so i got it to work. So when I figure part out 
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then I started iookingin security. Tp see - then I found some then found more said, 

oh. Then 1 Wanted tb see how far it went as far as do ( need to make sure we see it 

we have it past midnight for the next day. So, I pretty much sat at my desk arid did 

all that, So I was like, okay, so probably about ‘til 9 o'clock or so that morning, the - 

the 3rd that i downloaded it all. Grouped it. 

BH; Okay. 

TB: So then I tried to burn that, I was having issues with that one, same thing, it played 

only one file. Okay, not good. AH right, so 1 read the manual again, try and like, 

smeller, the Critic- critical part. Still wouldn't burn, it burned just that part but it 

wouldn't play like I wanted it to play. So, like, okay, that's no good. Urn, so then l 

kind of just had to - for me if I get frustrated as far as like technical I just kind of like 

'■■v" walk away. Maybe just - you know, just, ah; get a fresh memory so. Okay, let me 

just - let me go drink my coffee, let me go do something. Maybe- ( don't know 

maybe five, ten minutes kind of just, ah - well I went to the restroom, came back and 

then, all right, let’s try this again. So, got it, I finally got it to Work, So then - then I 

went to grab ail - as much as I can. And put it on the disk. So 1 - before I did that 1 

went to the actual digital recorder, the audio recorder, 
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TB: Arid ’cause I had, ah, a warning that it was full Okay, so, i; went to the audio 

recorder and then there was a warning saying disk is full. So it stops loading it to that 

disk, it save on the hard drive but it won’t continue loading it onto that disk until I put 

another disk then. 

BH: Okay, so that's just a backup to the hard drive is that.;. 

BH: ...essentially what it is? 

. Yeah. And it’s encrypted I: guess •cause^tt play without ^. 

’Oause I asked^mpabout that and he said, “No, that’s kind - it’s a - it’s - that’s 

encrypted. You need to - whatever files you’re gonna copy you need to put it onto a 

d&k whidh^will ;'i^;;a--.WsfY:if'T■ 

noticed that the time was a little bit off. So, 1 didn’t realize it, you know, how much it 

was off and then too - when I looked on the Petao that’s where it was like about 20 or 

30 minutes roughly. 

BH: Okay. 

So, when l put the disk in it started syncing back to when at that - when it stopped. 

To load on the disk which is - T would want to say August, So then it’s got to catch¬ 

up. And so I normally assume it - it would catch-up with the time, So, I just let it on 

there or so. And loaded it and it takes a while for it to finally catch-up i guess. From 
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what I saw, So then that;® when I back - went back to my desk and just kind of 

waited for a ifttie bit to see. So then that’s when 1 did the further research of finding 

more of the audio clips. 

BH: Mm-hm: 

TB: For the next day or so, 

BH: Okay. So you notice the time’s off now on.., 

TB: Yeah. 

;,:rr'f;SJ T,‘ '!i 1 ■ rt r";/i(!.'Jt 1;<V,5* f |Tv,■}«,’'jj-;’-';1,; [J[J*«’,;A^!$;»!?'.?/-J-1;V j.!jr,?:,'if a1;>■!; ii;,.ty1i^‘r'.[v tJl1,'1;1 ;1'‘ -,-.i'jj;1 (,-ij■ 

TB: Yeah, 

BH: Mm, so What did you do about the tihW? 

TB: I corrected it to our Peloo System which has a stamped time, -v 

BH: Okay, Um; did anyone give you any instruction to do that? 

BH: Okay. Ah, is it something you just decided on your own to-to do? 

TB: Yeah. 

BH: Okay. 

TB: Because it’s - normally if something’s off got to correct it right away so there’s no 

problem as far as discrep- you know what 1 mean? Time frame or so, 
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was recorded? 

TB: it started syncing, 

BH: Mnvhm. 

TB: So it started putting all the audio recording onto that disk. 

BH: Okay. Do you remember the times? From what the original - so even though it 

would have been off what was the time stamp? For example, with the radio 

transmission that occurred yp in the hallway? 

TB:, Well, it said ~ it showed it as the 10- from - from when 1 read it or heard it and the time 

stamp I think it showed it at around 10:38 the - the first call was the engineering. 

From opr dispatch, $p I think it was like 10:38 or 10:33 according to the - the time 

stamp. \ 'v', '' -o ^ ;; i'/: 

BH: Okay. 

TB: So and then - yeah, that was the first call ‘cause; aht they were trying to find out what 

room the suspect was in. All they knew it was in the 100 ra- the 100, ah, wing and 

our dispatch asked 'em, “What's the room number,” and he said he can’t because he 

was being shot at. 

BH: Okay. Urn, so then at that time then you - so you have those - you have those time 

stamps that are" that are off essentially so. 
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TB; Yeah, 

BH: The 223$ time would have been off correct? That’d been? 

TB: Yeah. But I didn't know What time the Actual... 

((Crosstalk)) 

BH; Okay, 

TB; So l - I’tti actually assume 10:38 was the first callffom our dispatch to him and said, 

“Oh, something happened on that time.” So. 

■■■ on that audio recording?.:.";™v.-r™-.. .■ .... .. 

TB: That * on the audio recorder itself, yeah, 'cause l had to physically change so you'll 

see it in the top right hand corner of the actual unit that it changed. 

"■ffe'''Um-'kayf ;:-''v"'   ' :■';"'L■^■" -': ■1!i-'; V, ■' ^'1 ',,v'1'■ 'l-;:‘' ■ ::-J;,1:■ '■ I'''-1".■■ 

TB: But as far as it syncing with that actual segment I assume it naturally would have: 

But I won’t Know and when you play it on a disk. So; 

BH: Okay, Un% so you said this *■ this is the first time you’ve ever had an incident where 

you've recorded audio recordings and when it's come to;.. 

TB: From,,, 

((Crosstalk)) 



BH; Okay, Do you guys have a protocol for that type of thing? la there a policy or 

anything that you guys abide by on, (ike when you guys are starting to download 

things it would be considered evidence as far as the company's concerned? 

TB: No, we don’t. 

BH: Okay, 

TB: 

BH: 

TB: 

there. Until I checked that morning. And then like, oh, it is off, So then l didn't really 

say anything to my boss about it because I didn't know what time - \ thought about it 

tike so if that tipne - so what time was the action. I never heard anything about the 

actual time. If I did then I would have mentioned to my boss right away< "Hey, let you 

know that audio recording's off because the actual time machine was this,” So I had 

no -1 assumed it was around 10:30,10:50, ah, based on what l heard- that the time 

sh- the shooting was. 
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BH: Ancl so you changed the times then - then - then you burned the audio to the disk? 

TB; 1 grabbed more segments because i only did like maybe up to midnight. But i wanted 

to see - f assumed there would be more - more critical stuff afterwards so like I 

looked further into it and f think 1 grabbed like up ‘til like 9 o’clock the next morning. 

When everything kind of died down from what - from what i can hear. 

BH: Mm-hm, 
(';■;i/ir-'j!i'^ '/,< J.V;t*|:V,!"ivir-'r^1 'jw?":ri "tfr'li'1 jl.£1y;\;i,^. 'f f,‘ 

TB: So l grabbed it up to there. Then I started - well, then I made a copy and then I gave 

it to the investigator. They said part of that co~ ah, he said the engineering copy was 

fine but the security side, he said, “Halfway it cut out or it stopped." 

BH: Okay. ,.::v';;-"/ 

TB: I said, “Okay, all right, when I get a chance let me see what I can do see what 

happened," There are - sometimes some Of the segments got corrupted. So I’m 

assuming that’s what happened when I grabbed more files. There might have been 

some that were corrupted so it didn’t - it stopped it right there. So then l burned 

another one with more of a - the - the longer segments and then 1 gave it to, um, the 

investigator day before yesterday. 
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TB: So I’m assuming he - he never got back to me and say, “Hey, it still didn't work/’ so i 

assumed it worked. And then that's when * then yesterday or this morning that's 

when I found about the for sure that the time was off. 'Cause l still didn't know 

exactly what time the shooting was. 

BH: Okay. 

TB: So. 

BH: So the way it saves in the hard drive now it's the time should be correct? 

TB; Yeah, it should be - it is correct from when I changed it, 

BH: From when you changed it, okay. 

TB: Yeah, to make it correct. ‘Cause we don’t check it all the time; 

BH: So did you - did you manually.you have to change; the time? 

TB: Yes, at the actual machine,;: 

BH: Okay, so - for example, so if it's 10:38 what was the time difference that you thought 

it was supposed to have been changed to? 

TB: Um, when i looked at the Peico, which is also right there on our wall monitor, it was 

about 20 minutes, 20,30 minutes ahead. Because I had to move it,, 

BH: So the 2238 hours would have beeii? 

TB: It would have been,,. 
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BH: Twenty-three minutes faster than what the actual recording would have been? 

TB; Yeah, it would have been - if it was 10:3- ah, 2238 would have been 10-10:15 to 

10:20 or so or 10:10 roughly. 

BH: Okay, Did you - did you try and get that as accurate as possible or did you just kind 

TB: Yeah,! tried... 

{(Crosstalk)) 

TB: No, I - urn, I tried to get exactly to seconds from our Pelco System so I can see it, our 

wall monitor right there and then - so I’m gonna adjust the time to make it as close as 

accurate to that so it’s both. 

TB: In sync with each other. 

BH: And when you said it’s in - broken up In seconds, so did you have tp change each 

individual segment? 

BH: To time? Or just,. 
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BH: ,„from that first part? 

TB; Just from the - on the unit itself you just change the time to where it’s the Whole 

system that audio system. 

TB; The segments were like - it - how the segments are made is by each radio 

transmission. So7 they’re usually typically eight seconds to 16 seconds. And then so 

with - what happen the tran- of course the transmission’s longer tp 20 to 40 seconds. 

You know, of what happened and stuff so those are each - I go- each segment of 

BH: All right Anything else? 

GM; Just being kind of naive in the whole thing what would cause the, ah - the, ah, hard 

drive not to be in syhc with the Pelco? 

TB: Urn, the units - if, urn, can - being technology it‘s. If you don't main- ro- routinely 

maintain it, look at it What usually happens f* we used to have Muxis they're a 16 

channel recording, rm - I’m sure you’ye seen videos from it it looks like (tick tick). 

Well, it used to be a weekly check on those/ Because by the end of the week they’re 

usually two, three minutes off. 

GM: Okay. 

TB: Or four to five minutes depending. Bo, I’m assuming ’cause this has happened - this 

is not the only time. This has happened numerous times on that audio recorder. But 
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1 usually don't check it unless they want me to. So, this time it was about 30,40 - you 

know - 20, 30 minutes qff. So It had to been a couple months the fast time I checked 

because when i put the new disk into load - that It loads ail the audio on. Usually Tm 

able to store on the disk two months of recording; That's 24 hours recording. So 

when I put the new one in it started from August. So now it’s gpt to catch-up to 

October: So it - it takes a little bit for it to load up all on there. So that was probably 

the last time i checked it. So that explains why if you don't check it periodically time 

gets to the point where it is. 

■k'l 

IB: Usually happens ‘cause I’m usually off by a couple seconds - you can't without a 

software to sync everything to the main server that’s - that’s the main net- ah, sync. 

So that one is not So our whole system, ‘cause we have issues with that. To 

" BH:!.Okay: . ..■.. . ' ' .. .. . 

AE: Just one quick question. Ah, how many bopies did you burn of that? 

TB: I only burped ohe that I gave to the investigatorb- 

AE: Okay and were they like these investigators or our investigators? 

IB: Our investigators. 

AE: Uikei Ipeopie? 
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TB: I gave it to®* 

AE: Okay, 

TB: ‘Cause the first copy wasn’t good ‘cause he said it cut out halfway. So then - so 

that's 1 did something wrong, I must have did something wrong (unintelligible) so 1 - 

when I did re-burn it and I gave it to him two days ago. 

AE: Okay; 

AE: 1‘ve listened to that copy. 

TB: ...call me back, 

BH: Okay, cool, if that’s it then, ah, well go ahead and wrap this interview up all right? 

:r"¥B:':"6k^y; f‘ '■ v-v vJ . 

BH; Operator, same: persons present, the end of our interview, it's gonna be 1605 hours. 
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